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Abstract

We propose three experimental designs for observing the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds using
silicon micro-ring resonators. These experimental designs tackle the challenges of producing
and coupling identical photon pairs to be incident on a silicon micro-ring resonator, and they
describe methods of photon observation. We experimentally characterized a silicon micro-ring
resonator with Mach-Zehnder Interferometer couplers. We modified the Hong-Ou-Mandel
Manifold theory to include these realistic Mach-Zehnder Interferometer couplers, and computationally predict new manifold structures based on experimental power transmission spectrum
comparisons. We also characterized a packaged foundry-fabricated silicon spiral photon pair
source to be used as a possible identical photon pair source.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
First performed in 1987 at the University of Rochester, the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect was demonstrated using a nonlinear crystal to produce a pair of indistinguishable photons, and a bulk
optics beam splitter [2]. Spontaneous Parametric Down-Converted photons were directed onto
a 50:50 beam splitter. Results from the experiment showed disappearance of coincidence rates
when the optical paths of each photon to the beam splitter were equal. The evolution of the
photon’s state vectors through the 50:50 beam splitter is the following,
1
BS
|1, 1⟩0,1 −−→ √ [|2, 0⟩2,3 + |0, 2⟩2,3 ],
2

(1.0.1)

with paths 0, 1, 2, and 3 given in Fig. 1.1. The output state of Eqn. 1.0.1 is the maximally
entangled NOON state. The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect was only ever observed using a 50:50
beam splitter with identical pairs of incident photons.
The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect has direct applications. It has also been shown to be an
important component for the SWAP quantum logic gate [3]. It is a key component in solving
large systems of linear equations [4]. The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect also has applications in
simulating quantum systems [5]. The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect is also an important component
in Linear Optical Quantum Computing (LOQC). With the implementation of post selection
methods, the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect is important to probabilistic quantum logic gates. Two
examples of these quantum gates are the Knill-Laflamme-Milburn (KLM) protocol for the
Chapter 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Mode diagram of the beam splitter

Figure 1.2: Idealized simple model of the double bus micro-ring resonator [1]

controlled - NOT (CNOT) [6] and the controlled Z (CZ) phase gate [7]. The use of micro-ring
resonators in the Nonlinear Sign Gate has been shown in [8] for the KLM CNOT protocol.
With the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect resulting in the entangled output two-photon NOON state,
the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect an avenue to generating quantum entanglement [9], and practical
quantum information processing [10].
Silicon integrated photonics offers a promising platform to implement the Hong-Ou-Mandel
effect in a scalable and adjustable way. The micro-ring resonator, shown in Fig. 1.2, has been
shown to exhibit the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect on high dimensional manifolds of it’s parameter space, as described in Ref. [1] and reviewed in Chapter 2. Our goal is to eventually
2

experimentally show that these manifolds exist, and in this thesis we propose experimental
designs to measure them. The 50:50 beam splitter used in the original Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment has only one operating point, i.e. when the transmission and reflection coefficients
are balanced. The Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds have the advantage of having more than one
operating point (theoretically infinitely many). The micro-ring resonator is tunable, allowing
for different amount of light to be coupled in and out of the ring from both sides [11]. We can
control the amount of light that couples in and out of the ring, making the Hong-Ou-Mandel
Manifold accessible on an integrated photonics chip. We describe this tunablity in Chapter 3.
These resonators also provide the advantage of being scalable because they are produced on
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) silicon chips, an advantage not available
when the original experiment was performed with bulk optics.
Using micro-ring resonators to observe the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect requires us to modify
theory in order to understand a physical system. Current theory depends on using ideal point
couplers for light to couple in and out of the ring resonators. This is not realistic, therefore we modify the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds to model physically realistic Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer couplers, which is done in Chapter 4.
The three main components for observing the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds are creating
an identical photon source, manufacturing and controlling a suitable silicon micro-ring resonator, and having a reliable photon detectors. Potential identical photon sources could
be either a Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion crystal, such as used in the original
Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment, or a packaged foundry silicon spiral waveguide source, which
we experimental characterize in Chapter 6. Pairs of identical photons incident on the microring resonator is necessary. A broadly tunable micro-ring resonator is important in order to
probe the an accessible region of the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold structure. Observing multiple
operating points of zero coincidences will prove that the manifold structure exists. We will
need reliable photon detectors with a high quantum efficiency (85 - 90 %) in order to ensure
correct coincident measurements. We propose three experimental designs in order to observe
the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds. These designs focus on different coupling strategies to ensure
Chapter 1. Introduction
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incident coincidences on the resonator; these are discussed in Chapter 5.

4

Chapter 2

Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds: Theory
2.1

Hong-Ou-Mandel Effect

The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect was first observed in 1987 at the University of Rochester [2]. They
used a Potassium Dideuterium Phosphate (KDP) nonlinear crystal to produce identical pairs of
photons via spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) and input the photons through
a 50:50 beam splitter. The main result of the sudden vanishing of coincidence counts exiting
the beam splitter was a radical discovery that could not explained by classical electromagnetic
theory. The most important feature of their experiment in relation to our work is that the
Hong-Ou-Mandel dip relied on the beam splitter being a 50:50 beam splitter because the
vanishing coincidences would not happen without it.
The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect done in bulk optics was only achieved at one operating point
of the beam splitter ratio. This is when the transmission and reflection coefficients each
have magnitudes equal to

√1 ,
2

corresponding to 50 percent power splitting ratios [12]. A single

operating point can be thought of as a zero dimensional manifold in the parameter space of the
beam splitter coupling coefficients (t,r). Considering the Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment with a
micro ring resonator replacing the beam splitter shows that this operating point expands from
a zero dimensional space to a higher order dimensional space, with multiple sets of parameters
that lead to the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [1]. This is the physical origin the Hong-Ou-Mandel
Manifolds.
Chapter 2. Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds: Theory
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Figure 2.1: Idealized simple model of the double bus micro-ring resonator that arise the HongOu-Mandel Manifolds [1]

2.2

Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds

A simple model of a micro-ring resonator used to create the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds is
shown Fig. 2.1, and a model of it’s idealized evanescent directional couplers are shown in Fig.
2.2. Eqns. 2.2.1 - 2.2.4 are in reference to the idealized evanescent directional couplers, and
2.2.5 is in reference to the micro-ring resonator.
Neglecting losses, the input and output mode operators obey the standard Bosonic commutations relations [13],

ˆ dˆ† ] = 1
[â, â† ] = [b̂, b̂† ] = 1; [ĉ, ĉ† ] = [d,

(2.2.1)

The commutation relations in Eqn. 2.2.1 along with the fact that all other combinations of
commutators vanish naturally gives rise to the standard reciprocity relations in a directional
coupler,

|τ |2 + |κ|2 = 1

(2.2.2)

τ κ∗ + τ ∗ κ = 0

(2.2.3)

and

In view of Eqns. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 and upon inspection of Fig. 2.2, it is clear the output
mode operators are related to the input mode operators by the following,
6
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2.2. Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of an Idealized (point coupled) evanescent directional
coupler [1]

  
 
κ  â
 ĉ   τ
 =
 
dˆ
−κ∗ τ ∗
b̂

(2.2.4)

As in Ref. [1], we can represent the mode operator transformations through the whole
ring resonator, in an analogous way, based upon which we can relate the creation operators
according to the form 2.2.5
  
 
†
′
†
ĉ   t s   â 
=
  
 
ˆl†
s t′
fˆ†

(2.2.5)

where

t=(

η ∗ − τ eiθ
γκ∗ eiϕ2
τ ∗ − ηeiθ
κγ ∗ eiϕ1
′
′
),
s
=
(
),
t
=
(
),
s
=
(
),
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

(2.2.6)

note that labeling used for the modes used in Eqn. 2.2.5 is the same as the one used in Fig.
2.1. Furthermore because the ring involves two directional couplers, we have introduced η in
direct analogy with τ , and γ in direct analogy with κ.
Working in the Heisenberg picture, and assuming identical photons as input, and using
the inverse relations acquired from Eqn. 2.2.5, â† = (tĉ† + sˆl† ) and fˆ† = (s′ ĉ† + t′ ˆl† ), we can
show the output to be Eqn. 2.2.8.

|1, 1⟩â,fˆ = (tĉ† + sˆl† )(s′ ĉ† + t′ ˆl† )|V AC⟩
Chapter 2. Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds: Theory

(2.2.7)
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= s′ t|2, 0⟩c,l + st′ |0, 2⟩c,l + (ss′ + tt′ )|1, 1⟩c,l

(2.2.8)

It is clear that the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect is obtained where ever (ss′ + tt′ ) = 0 within the
parameter space of the device, resulting in the output NOON state,

|2 :: 0⟩c,l ∝ |2, 0⟩c,l + |0, 2⟩c,l

(2.2.9)

Experimentally, one attempts to observe the vanishing of the |1, 1⟩ state, as the signature
of the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect. In general, the probability of coincidences in the output state
given by Eqn. 2.2.8 is

P1,1 = |(ss′ + tt′ )|2 = 0

(2.2.10)

Naive inspection of Fig. 2.1 suggests that 11 real parameters are needed to characterize

Figure 2.3: The Hong-Ou-Mandel two dimensional manifold embedded in a three dimensional
parameter space of θ, τ , and η [1]
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the system. These are θ, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , and the real and imaginary parts of τ , κ, η, and γ; however
the MRR phase constraints θ = ϕ1 + ϕ2 eliminates one of these, and the reciprocity relations
given in Eqn. 2.2.2 and Eqn. 2.2.3 along with their analogues for η and γ eliminate two
more, resulting in the eight dimensional manifold alluded to earlier. This leaves eight free real
parameters that determine P11 . The Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold constraint, P1,1 = 0, itself
identifies in general up to a seven dimensional manifold on which the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect
happens.
In principle we probe these manifolds by manipulating the coupling parameters of each
junction and controlling the phase shift the light acquires from traveling through the ring. Experimentally we do not expect to be able to map an seven dimensional manifold and furthermore we can introduce constraints based on engineering feasibility. To provide two examples
of the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds, we briefly review a couple of relevant results from Ref. [1].
To apply further practical restraints, we assume the ring is coupled in an identical fashion,
such that ϕ1 = ϕ2 =

θ
2

in Fig. 2.1. We also assume the transmission coefficients (τ ,η) are all

real and the crossing coefficients are purely imaginary (κ,γ). With these constraints in place
the remaining parameters are θ, τ , and η, such that the Hong-Ou-Mandel constraint identifies
a two dimensional manifold embedded in a three dimensional parameter space. Fig. 2.3 shows
an example of the two dimensional manifold.

Figure 2.4: The Hong-Ou-Mandel one dimensional manifold embedded in a two dimensional
parameter space of θ and τ = η

Chapter 2. Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds: Theory
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As a further consideration we can assume also that the couplings are symmetric, in the sense
τ = η , producing a system characterized by the two real parameters theta and tau. This along
with the Hong-Ou-Mandel constraint identifies a one dimensional Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold
τ of θ embedded in the two dimensional parameter space. Fig. 2.4 is an example of this.
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Chapter 3

Classical Characterization of a
Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
for Use in Mapping the
Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds
3.1

Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator with Two Mach-Zehnder
Interferometers: Design

The theory in Chapter 2 relies on idealistic point couplers [14], but in reality, the couplers are
Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZI), as shown in Fig. 3.1 [15], in order to make the couplers
tunable. The design uses two Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (emphasized by red boxes in Fig.
3.1) to change the amount of light that couples in and out of the center ring. Instead of using
two point couplers, the resonator has four directional couplers, with sufficient coupling lengths.
Two of these directional couplers are located on each side of the ring, and are connected with
a second path to create an MZI. Instead of changing the coupling parameters (τ ,κ) directly,
coupling parameters are adjusted by applying power to the Mach-Zehnder Interferometers.
The reason we are using this design because it achieves the full range of desired coupling
Chapter 3. Classical Characterization of a Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
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parameters.

Figure 3.1: Experimental Schematic of Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator

3.2

Classical Measurement

Measuring the classical power transmissions from the Double Bus Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator gives us insight on how the resonator will act quantum mechanically.
The coupling parameters used to describe the directional coupler are the same in both the
classical and quantum approach [16]. Determining the individual coupling parameters experimentally is a difficult task, and tracking the various resonances in the system sheds light on
the MZI coupled version of the Double Bus Micro-ring resonator device. In order to attain the
quantum interference essential to the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds (HOMM) it will be important experimentally that Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator is over-coupled. The nature
of the coupling of the ring is related to it’s quality factor from which we can make inferences
of the effective coupling parameters of the MZI couplers.
12
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Figure 3.2: Infrared image of the Silicon MZI Double Bus Micro-ring resonator compared to
experimental schematic

Assuming identical couplers we can derive τ from the MZI interference with the following
relation [17],

Q=

nef f L τ
λ
=π
,
2(δλ)
λ 1 − τ2

(3.2.1)

where L is the circumference of the ring, λ is the central wavelength, 2(δλ) is the full width half
max of the dip, and nef f is the index of refraction of the waveguide. Since we can determine
Q experimentally, it is possible to determine τ , and then we can derive κ from the reciprocity
relations, given in Eqns. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
To control the transmission spectrum of the silicon fabricated micro-ring resonator, we use
Chapter 3. Classical Characterization of a Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
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Figure 3.3: Experimental measurement of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Double Bus Microring Resonator

Figure 3.4: Thermal tuning of the ring resonator change changing the directional couplings
creating different transmission patterns
integrated doped silicon heaters. The index of the refraction of the material changes with
temperature, changing the effective path length in each arm of the MZI, creating different
interference patterns in the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer output [18]. This results in different
couplings in the directional couplers. We cannot directly change each directional coupler, but
we can modify the interference between two of them. The device also experiences thermal
cross talk, meaning if we adjust one of the heaters, it is possible the whole device can be
affected, because of the way the heat dissipated through the device [19]. As a result of this,
a realistic Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold would be a function of the voltage applied to all of the
heaters.
Looking at the transmission of the device, Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, and paired with infrared
14
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3.3. Interconnect Comparison
camera captures, we can observe different resonance patterns. The infrared camera captures
the light scattered throughout the device, specifically at areas of high loss, such as sharp
bends. We can in turn capture resonances through their scattering patterns. Because we
have introduced two new waveguides for the light to propagate through, the Double Bus
MZI coupled Micro-ring Resonator has more paths for the light to follow, resulting in a more
complicated resonance structure. We now illustrate this point by analyzing the following set
of infrared images from our experimental characterization. We have highlighted the resonance
structure to easily illustrate our point.
There appears to be four main resonances in the transmission structure, which have been
included at the end of this chapter. The first resonance is created by the center ring (Fig.
3.13). The second is created by the combination of the ring and both MZI paths (Fig. 3.12).
The third and fourth are created by the main ring and a MZI path (Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15).
There are also other resonances, created by just the MZI paths (Fig. 3.16), but these are
experimental negligible. We’ve also observed the case which the light exit predominately out
just the drop port, which is an example of the interference effect of the whole device (Fig.
3.17). Symmetrical we have observed the case in which the light exits predominately out the
through port (Fig. 3.18), which is another example of an interference effect by the device.

3.3

Interconnect Comparison

Ansys’s Lumerical is a tool that allows us to predict the power transmissions of integrated
silicon devices by numerically solving Maxwell’s equations in 3 dimensional space [20]. The
software package allows us to model individual circuit elements, such as the waveguide properties and the directional couplers. We can then take these elements and simulate the whole
device using Lumerical’s Interconnect feature.
The ring resonator of main interest has four directional couplers with each having a coupling
length of 8.5 um. Using Lumerical’s Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) solver, we can
simulate realistic coupling parameters and power transmission for the directional coupler.
Simulation results are shown in the following figures. Fig. 3.6 tells us the τ complex amplitudes
Chapter 3. Classical Characterization of a Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
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as a function of wavelength. Fig. 3.7 tells us the κ complex amplitudes as a function of
wavelength. Fig. 3.8 tells us about the power couplings of the directional coupler as a function
of wavelength. It is apparent from Fig. 3.8 we are assuming losses simulation, |τ |2 + |κ|2 = 1.
We will include device losses later.
We can then recreate the whole device (Fig. 3.1) in Lumerical’s Interconnect (Fig. 3.9). We
can use waveguide elements that simulate it’s physical properties. We simulated the straight
and bend modes of the waveguide in Lumerical’s Mode Solutions resulting in the following
transmission results for the entire MZI coupled device, shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. The
waveguide simulations are where we introduced loss.
We now discuss the meanings and importance’s of their similarity. Their similarities can
be most easily seen in the "Through (Thru)" transmissions graphs (Fig. 3.10). Recreating
this ’triple hill’ structure (example highlighted with red box) in the Interconnect simulations
gives us confidence that the simulation is a reasonable approximation, and that the numerical
values can be used for other models (which is done in Chapter 4). Discrepancies between
the model and experiments are due to a host of unknowns including possible manufacturing
errors, experimental coupling errors, and simulation modeling numerical errors. Further, our
simulations have be recreated and confirmed in python with the help of RIT Microsystem’s
Engineering doctoral student Evan Manfreda.

3.4

Overall Implications of Classical Analysis

It is clear that the current theory of the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds need to be expanded to
describe a Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator with realistic MZI couplings, in contrast with the
simpler ideal point coupler model from Chapter 2 and Ref. [1]. In Chapter 4, we will modify
accordingly the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold theory and determine a more realistic manifold
structure. Confidence in our Lumerical simulations will allow us to use reliable numerical
values for the directional couplers, allowing us to sample sufficient sets of points lying on the
Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold, as a function of wavelength.
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Figure 3.5: Geometric view of the directional coupler with a coupling length of 8.5 um in
FDTD

Figure 3.6: τ Real and Imaginary Amplitudes

Chapter 3. Classical Characterization of a Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
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Figure 3.7: κ Real and Imaginary Amplitudes

Figure 3.8: τ and κ Power Couplings
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Figure 3.9: Interconnect design of the Double Bus MZI Micro-ring resonator

Figure 3.10: Direct Comparison between experimental results and Lumerical simulations for
the ’Thru’ port

Chapter 3. Classical Characterization of a Tunable Micro-ring Resonator Design
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Figure 3.11: Direct Comparison between experimental results and Lumerical simulations for
the ’Drop’ port

Figure 3.12: Light Scattering of the resonance of both MZI arms and the ring
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Figure 3.13: Light Scattering of resonance of the ring
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Figure 3.14: Light Scattering of resonance of the ring and top MZI
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Figure 3.15: Light Scattering of resonance of the ring and bottom MZI

Figure 3.16: Light Scattering of resonance of the top MZI
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Figure 3.17: Light Scattering of light entering the ring and exiting the drop port
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Figure 3.18: Light Scattering of light entering the ring and exiting the thru port
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Chapter 4

Modeling the Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer Double Bus Micro-ring
Resonator
4.1

Quantum Models of the Double Bus Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator

The classical resonance structure in the Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator motivates us
to modify the quantum theory for the realistic couplings. Fig. 4.1 is the same as Fig. 3.1, but
it is suitably modified for the quantum analysis.
Each directional coupler in the model obeys the usual reciprocity relations,

|τi |2 + |κi |2 = 1

(4.1.1)

τi κ∗i + τi∗ κi = 0,

(4.1.2)

and

The phase relations in the Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator are
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Figure 4.1: Quantum Schematic of the Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator

θ = ϕR + ϕL + ϕT + ϕB .

(4.1.3)

The internal modes must obey the Bosonic commutation relations,

[b̂i,j , b̂†i,j ] = [dˆi,j , dˆ†i,j ] = 1.

(4.1.4)

Applying the methods developed from the references ([1], [21], [22]), the transmission
amplitudes from the inputs to the output modes can be shown. These are tabulated in Table
4.1. Using the results from Table 4.1, we can assemble the linear transformations from the
input modes to the output modes. These results are shown in Eqns. 4.1.5 and 4.1.6.
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Path
a −→ c

a −→ l

f −→ l

f −→ c

Transition Amplitude Along Path
(τ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 − κ∗1 e−iϕB κ2 )
−(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )×
[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗
−
κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗
−
−iϕ
∗
N
−1
2
κ1 e
κ2 }]
[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ −κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 +κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]
−(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 )
−(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 )×
[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗
−
κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗
−
−iϕ
∗
N
−1
1
κ3 e
κ4 }]
[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ −κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 +κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }]
(τ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 − κ∗3 e−iϕT κ4 )
−(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 − κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )×
[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗
−
κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗
−
−iϕ
∗
N
−1
1
κ3 e
κ4 }]
[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ −κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 +κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }]
−(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 )
−(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 )×
−
κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗
−
[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗
−iϕ
∗
N
−1
2
κ1 e
κ2 }]
[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ −κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 +κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]

Table 4.1: Table of Transition Amplitudes for DB MZI Micro-ring Resonator
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(τ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 − κ∗1 e−iϕB κ2 )−

ĉ =

!
(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ ) × [e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]
â
1 − [e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }]
(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 )

−
−

(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 )
1 − e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }

!
[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]
×
fˆ
1 − e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }
(4.1.5)
similarly for ˆl:
ˆl =

− (τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 )

−

1

×

1

+

(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 )
−iϕ
− [e L {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]
!
[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }]
â
− [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]
(τ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 − κ∗3 e−iϕT κ4 )−

!
(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 − κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ ) × [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }] ˆ
f
1 − [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]
(4.1.6)

We can express Eqns. 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 in matrix form,

  
 
ĉ  T S   â 
 =
 ,
ˆl
S′ T ′
fˆ

(4.1.7)

where
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T ≡ (τ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 − κ∗1 e−iϕB κ2 )
−

(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ ) × [e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]
1 − [e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }]
(4.1.8)

S ≡ −(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 )
−
×

(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ )e−iϕL (τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 )
1 − e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }

(4.1.9)

[e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB κ2 + κ1 e−iϕ2 τ2 }]
1 − e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }

S ′ ≡ −(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 )
−
×

(τ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 + κ∗1 e−iϕB τ2∗ )e−iϕR (τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 )
1 − [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]

(4.1.10)

[e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }]
1 − [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]

T ′ ≡ (τ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 − κ∗3 e−iϕT κ4 )
−

(τ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 + κ∗3 e−iϕT τ4∗ ) × [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT κ4 + κ3 e−iϕ1 τ4 }]
1 − [e−iϕL {τ1∗ e−iϕB τ2∗ − κ1 e−iϕ2 κ∗2 }e−iϕR {τ3∗ e−iϕT τ4∗ − κ3 e−iϕ1 κ∗4 }]
(4.1.11)

We compute the inverse of 4.1.7 and form the Hermitian conjugate of the operators,
  
 
†
′
†
 â  T S  ĉ 
 =
 ,
ˆl†
fˆ†
S T′

(4.1.12)

where we have made use of the SU(2) structure of the 2x2 matrix connecting the mode operators. Proceeding exactly as we did in Chapter 2, from Eqns. 2.2.7 to 2.2.10, results in
the modified Hong-Ou-Mandel Mannifold structure for the more realistic directional couplers.
The analytical results are complicated and not enlightening, so we omit them here. Instead
we show an example of the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold for the system involving the realistic
couplers in Fig. 4.2. The Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds are the red lines in the regions of the
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Figure 4.2: Cross Section of Double Bus MZI Micro-ring Resonator HOMM with ideal coupling
parameters of τ = √12 , ϕT = ϕB = 1.95, and ϕL = ϕR = 3.82, where the dark blue are regions
of the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold

dark blue. Regions of dark blue show locations of 5 % probability of coincidence measurement,
which is a typical experimental tolerance for the HOM Effect. The operating equation for the
MZI Double Bus Micro-ring resonator is

P1,1 = |(SS ′ + T T ′ )|2 = 0.
32
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Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold as a Function of Wavelength

Using the simulated values from Lumerical for the directional couplers, we can adjust the model
to determine when the coincidences go to zero as a function of wavelength. The advantage of
this is we can experimentally map the manifolds by adjusting the wavelength, allowing us to
accommodate the bandwidth of the input photons. The phase accumulated in the waveguide
is related to wavelength by
ϕ=

2πn(λ)L
,
λ

(4.2.14)

where n is the linear index of refraction, λ is the vacuum wavelength of the input photons,
and L is the length of the waveguide [23].
Using the Mode Solutions from Lumerical, we obtain the polynomial fit model of linear
index of refraction,
n(λ) = 2.44491 − 1.12818(λ − 1.55) + 0.0177587(λ − 1.55)2 ,

(4.2.15)

where λ is in micrometers to ensure consistency in the units, resulting in a dimensionless index
of refraction [14].
Using the model outlined in Chapter 3 (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7) for the directional coupling
parameters (τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4 , κ1 ,κ2 ,κ3 ,κ4 ) and Eqns. 4.2.14 and 4.2.15 for the relative phase shifts
we can approximate where the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect would occur as a function of wavelength
with our new model (Fig. 4.3). A potential Hong-Ou-Mandel operating point is outlined by
the orange boxes. In order to carry out an experiment of this nature accurately, it appears we
would need to acquire a filter on the scale of tens of pico-meters in order to prepare a photon
source that will lie within the region of zero coincidences. While this is not impossible, this
provides a technical challenge. In Chapter 5 we more careful describe and compare strategies
for carrying out this experiment.
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Figure 4.3: Potential HOM points by changing wavelength
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4.3

Confirming Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold Results using qInterconnect

qInterconnect is a computational quantum system solver software for silicon integrated photonic systems. This software was created and released by Ansys Lumerical [20]. The software
allows for the user to input photon state vectors into integrated photonic circuits, that were
independently drawn in Lumerical’s Interconnect, and then solve for output number states
probabilities. This makes qInterconnect especially applicable to our system because we can
directly compare the results of the Feynman path approach to those obtained using qInterconnect simulations.
The reader interested in the details of qInterconnect should look in Appendix A. Here we
show in Fig. 4.4 an example of a comparison of the results obtained using qInterconnect with
those using Feynman paths [24]. The agreement between the two methods of computation is
apparent, lending confidence that our approach is correct.

Figure 4.4: Simulation comparison of observing the |1, 1⟩ between python modeling and qInterconnect circuit modeling

Now that we have a reliable model for the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds with realistic coupling, we proceed to Chapter 5, where we discuss experimental designs for mapping the manChapter 4. Modeling the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Double Bus Micro-ring35
Resonator

Chapter 4. Modeling the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Double Bus Micro-ring
Resonator
ifolds.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Designs
In order observe the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds, there are three main logistical hurdles of
the experiment. These are creating identical photons, thermally controlling the silicon microring resonator, and detecting photon coincidences. One of the main constrains of the setup
is that the optical path lengths from the source to the ring resonator for each photon needs
to be the same. Photon coincidences are essential to quantum interference which leads to the
Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [2]. When the optical path lengths are not the same, the visibility
of the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect diminishes. In order to accommodate the complexities of this
experiment, we propose and compare three possible setups, with variations in photon sources
and couplings methods, discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each system.
For all three setups, we use a source box in order to tune the resonance of the microring resonator. The source box applies power to generate heat in a localized way. The heat
changes the transmission spectrum, allowing us to adjust resonances. This process is outlined
in Chapter 3, specifically shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.

5.1

Photon Inputs

Here we compare three potential ways for coupling photons onto the chip, which is the major
challenge of this experiment.
Chapter 5. Experimental Designs
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5.1.1

Fiber Array Design

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the Fiber Array Design

A diagram of the fiber array design is shown in Fig. 5.1. The first experimental design
involves packaging the Double Bus MZI Micro-ring resonator with a polarization maintaining
fiber array. It is important that we have the TE fundamental mode coupled into the waveguides. Different polarization will create an undesired features in the transmission spectrum.
An index matching epoxy can be used to glue the fiber array to the silicon chip once a desired
coupling has been achieved. The epoxy mitigates the insertion loss at the fiber chip coupling
junction. This method creates a system with a stabilized light coupling over time. A difficultly
of this design is that the optical path lengths of the fibers are set by the manufacturing process
in a way over which we do not have control. Because it is impossible to determine the optical
path length down to the micrometer level, it is nearly impossible to ensure coincidences on
the chip without the help of other equipment.
We can use a Spontaneous Parameter Down-Conversation (SPDC) crystal to prepare two
photons around 1550 nm. This requires a pump laser with a wavelength of 775 nm. If we
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choose to use two SPDC crystal, we will need to use two pump lasers in order to ensure
phase stability to chip. Heralding techniques can be used in order to know when two photons
arrive at the micro-ring resonator when using two SPDC crystals. Heralding requires a 4fold coincidence count measurement [25], in which we have estimated in coincidence rates
decreasing by three orders of magnitude. The photons traveling to the micro-ring resonator
will have to pass a set of filters in order to reduce their bandwidth. If the bandwidth of the
photons are too large, then it is possible that the photons will not lie in the ring resonator’s
bandwidth of zero coincidences (Fig. 4.3). A tunable delay line is used on one of the photon
paths in order to ensure the photons arrive at the same time.

5.1.2

Free Space Design

Figure 5.2: Schematic of the Free Space Design

Another avenue is to use a free space coupling apparatus to direct light in and out of the
chips. A diagram of the free space design is outlined in Fig. 5.2. We use a silicon spiral
waveguide source, which will be described in Chapter 6. The spiral waveguides create a pair of
photons at different wavelengths, based on energy conservation Eqn. 6.1.2. Our specific source
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creates four pairs. We couple a pair of photons with he same wavelength into the micro-ring
resonator. The other pair that was created at a different wavelength will be used for Heralding.
The output photons and the Heralding photons are directed to the photon detectors for a 4
fold coincidence detection. A filter is used to remove the pump wavelength of 1550 nm.
We use a sequence of mirrors and lenses to separate and focus and couple the light in and
out of the silicon waveguide spiral source (an on-chip photon source discussed in Chapter 6)
and micro-ring chips. This allows for greater control of optical path lengths between chips by
simply adjusting the mirrors and lenses. The drawback is that this design would extremely
sensitive because the alignment requires precision down to millimeter scale. The lens and
mirrors would need to be specially designed and qualities such as numerical aperture would
need to be determined.

5.1.3

On-Chip Design

Figure 5.3: Schematic of the On-Chip Design

We fabricate a chip with spiral sources and ring-resonators already connected on chip with
waveguides, making the only the detectors and pump laser separate from the silicon chip. Since
both experiments are connected with waveguides, making the path lengths similar between
devices would be simple to control. One of the major drawbacks is that the chip has to be
designed and manufactured, delaying the time frame for completing the experiment.
The design is shown in Fig. 5.3. A pump laser off chip is coupled into the system. The
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5.2. Other Fock State Inputs
pump is then split approximately equally with a 50:50 Y-branch. The pump then travels to
both of the spiral sources. We input a pump that generates 1550 nm wavelength photons,
which is described in Chapter 6. The chance that 4 photons are present, 2 in each waveguide,
is very low. The two waveguide paths would be entangled because we would not know which
waveguide the two photons are present. Instead we have replicated the NOON state in this
system, because it will be more likely that only 2 photons are present in one of the waveguides.
The pump is then filtered out, and the photons are propagated towards the resonator. They
then leave the chip, and are detected. This experiment relies on being able to run the HongOu-Mandel effect in reverse.
Optical Reversibility. In order to carry out the on chip design, we need to confirm the
that the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect can be run in reverse. We should be able to input the NOON
state ( √12 (|0, 2⟩ + |2, 0⟩)) and observe purely coincidences (|1, 1⟩). Following similar calculation
methods as outlined in chapter 2, we can derive the following lines.

√
1
1
√ (â†2 + fˆ†2 )|V AC⟩ = √ ((t2 + s′2 )|2, 0⟩ + (s2 + t′2 )|0, 2⟩ + 2(st + s′ t′ )|1, 1⟩)
2
2

(5.1.1)

This gives us the probability of the |1, 1⟩ state to be,
P1,1:Reverse = |st + s′ t′ |2

(5.1.2)

Comparing this to previous graphs (shown in Fig. 5.4), it is clear to see that the coincidences disappear in a mirrored fashion to inputting the |1, 1⟩ photon state vector, showing
linear optical reversibility. Black lines have been included for reference.

5.2

Other Fock State Inputs

In an ideal world, we would input the |1, 1⟩ photon state vector into our ring resonator and be
able to make perfect measurements on the output paths. Because of experimental limitations,
it is possible that we will be inputting a photon state vector that is a mixture of the |1, 1⟩
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the observing coincidences for running the experiment in reverse,
with lines for reference of minimum and maximum coincidence probability

photon state vector and other photon state vectors. Luckily, it is conceptually easy to carry
out calculations that would account for what would happen to the Hong-Ou-Mandel visibility
if we input states that are not purely |1, 1⟩ photon state vectors. The process is to write
any input photon state vector as it’s creation operators and substitute in their relation to the
output creation operator.

â† = tĉ† + sˆl†

(5.2.3)

fˆ† = s′ ĉ† + t′ ˆl†

(5.2.4)

For example, one can input any arbitrary number of photons in each input port as

|n, m⟩a,f = â†n fˆ†m |0, 0⟩a,f = (tĉ† + sˆl† )n (s′ ĉ† + t′ ˆl† )m |0, 0⟩c,l
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5.3. Photon Detection
It is easy to see that this can get computationally expensive to keep track of all the outputs,
as the number of output states grows exponentially with more photons input. We worked out
several likely cases (equations in Appendix B) to see how accidentals propagating through the
system affects the Hong-Ou-Mandel visibility. The accidentals raise the noise floor and reduce
the HOM visibility. Specifically we worked out the accidental rate for 0-5 Superimposed NonEntangled Input states, SPDC entangled states, and weak coherent states with number average
number of photons (n ≤ 2). It would be possible to study this system more formally using
density operators to describe mixed states for the accidentals, but in view of the tolerances
expected in the experiment we decided that that level of analysis is superfluous.

5.3

Photon Detection

The detectors we are using are superconducting nano-wire photon detectors [26]. These detectors take advantage of superconducting properties, cooling a material down to sub-Kelvin
temperatures. Once the photons are shined onto the metal, enough energy is transferred in
order to make the metal no longer superconducting, allowing us to measure current displaced
by its sudden phase change to resistance. Then measurements are then correlated, using Time
Taggers [27], and based on relative time arrives of measurements we can determine coincidences. These detectors provide our needed quantum efficiency of 85 - 90 % at 1550 nm.

5.4

Looking Forward

We are going to attempt to carry out the fiber array design (described in Section 5.1.1) in
order to observe the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifold. In the current state of the experimental
process, all of the necessary equipment is present to complete the fiber array design. This
process involves sweeping input wavelength and thermal tuning and adjusting the relative
path lengths between the photon paths to search for locations of zero coincidences.
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Chapter 6

Packaged Foundry-Fabricated Silicon
Spiral Photon Pair Source
The on-chip design described in Chapter 5 requires an on-chip source, and both of the other
designs could be adapted to use this source. A silicon chip that produces photons is a necessary
step towards creating photon-based experiments completely self contained on a silicon chip.
We investigate a fully on-chip photon source by capitalizing on silicon’s third order nonlinear
susceptibility. In this chapter, we show experimental results for such a silicon source, which
had been fully packaged, shown in Fig 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Images of packaged foundry-fabricated silicon spiral photon pair source
Chapter 6. Packaged Foundry-Fabricated Silicon Spiral Photon Pair Source
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6.1

Four-Wave Mixing Pair Production

A simple model for understanding how the silicon spiral waveguides emit photons is the following. The polarization is related to the electric field in the medium for silicon [28],

P = χ0 + χ1 E + χ2 E 2 + χ3 E 3 + ...

(6.1.1)

Because of silicon’s material properties, the silicon waveguides have a non-negligible third order
electrical susceptibility, χ3 . The photons produced will be emitted at a different wavelengths
from the pump, using conservation of energy we can estimate the wavelengths at which the
signal and idler photons are produced,

ℏω1 + ℏω2 = ℏωs + ℏωi ,

(6.1.2)

where ω1 and ω2 are the pump modes and ωi and ωs are the idler and signal modes, respectfully.
Our phase matching condition is,
hcn(λ1 ) hcn(λ2 )
hcn(λs ) hcn(λi )
+
=
+
,
λ1
λ2
λs
λi

(6.1.3)

where n(λ) is index of refraction of silicon at the photon’s wavelength and c is the speed of
light in a vacuum. Energy of conservation and phase matching conditions must be satisfied
for four-wave mixing to occur.
To describe the process quantum mechanically, a simple Hamiltonian can be used understand what is happening inside the waveguides. The Hamiltonian for this system would
be,
ĤSF W M = E0 â(w1 )â(w2 )â† (wi )â† (ws )

(6.1.4)

where E0 is a coupling constant. This Hamiltonian is generating a time evolution operation
to first order, given by Eqn. 6.1.5, where t is the short time interval the pump interacts with
the waveguide.
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i
Û (t) ≈ 1̂ − ĤSF W M t,
ℏ

(6.1.5)

where t is the short time interval the pump interacts with the waveguide [29]. Setting t = 0
to be the time at which pump enters the waveguide and modeling the classical pump modes
as ordinary coherent states in the parametric limit [13], the initial input state can be written
as

|ψ(0)⟩ = |α, β, 0, 0⟩1,2,s,i .

(6.1.6)

This yields an output state of
i
i
|ψ(t)⟩ = (1̂ − ĤSF W M t)|α, β, 0, 0⟩1,2,s,i ≈ E0 |α, β, 0, 0⟩1,2,s,i − E0 αβ|α, β, 1, 1⟩1,2,s,i , (6.1.7)
ℏ
ℏ
where we have used the relationship

ĤSF W M |α, β, 0, 0⟩1,2,s,i = αβE0 |α, β, 1, 1⟩1,2,s,i .

(6.1.8)

The net effect of the pump rejection filter is to project out pump modes in Eqn. 6.1.7, resulting
in the desired output state

|ψ⟩out ∝ |1, 1⟩s,i .

6.2

(6.1.9)

Waveguide Spiral Source Design

One of the four-wave mixing photon pair sources that we have available to us is a foundryfabricated long silicon waveguide source. The integrated silicon chip design contains four 2 cm
x 500 nm x 220 nm long waveguides that create photon pairs through the process of four-wave
mixing. The design of the chip is the following, there is on input waveguide that splits the
light into two paths, using an integrated Y-branch. Each end of the Y-branch is then split
again with another Y-branch. These Y-branches split the light equally into four paths, within
Chapter 6. Packaged Foundry-Fabricated Silicon Spiral Photon Pair Source
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of packaged foundry-fabricated silicon spiral photon pair source

manufacturing capabilities. Each one of these paths connects to a 2 cm long waveguide. In
this long spiraled waveguide, four-wave mixing happens spontaneously because of the strong
third order susceptibility in silicon at telecommunication wavelengths.

Our chip is designed to use a pump wavelengths within the telecommunication range. This
makes our energy conservation relation, with an example of 1550 nm,
2hc
hc
hc
=
+
,
λp
λidler
λsignal

(6.2.10)

where λp = 1550 nm. There is a range of wavelengths that are produced as the pump travels
through the spiral. We can use filtering to acquire two desired wavelengths related by the
energy conservation restrain given in Eqn. 6.2.10.
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Figure 6.3: Non-degenerate setup of packaged foundry-fabricated silicon spiral photon pair
source

Figure 6.4: Degenerate setup of packaged foundry-fabricated silicon spiral photon pair source

6.3

Experimental Setup to Characterize the Waveguide Spiral
Source

The experimental setup involves using a pulsed laser (for the non-degenerate case), two
continuous-wave lasers (for the degenerate case), the spiral source chip, a sequence of filters, and photon detectors. We used a Pritel UltraFast Optical Clock pulse laser (Pritel) in
order create 1550 nm pulses [30]. The Pritel was set to an average power of around 5-6 mW
and it produces 1550 nm pulses at a rate on the order of 10 GHz. Each pulse has a peak power
of approximately 400 mW. We then pass this laser through a series of three diffraction grating
filters. The first filter is a WLPhotonics tunable optical filter which is centered at 1550 nm
[31]. It has a bandwidth of 5 nm, a loss of 1.4 dB, and a transmission block of 70 dB. The next
two filters are static diffraction grating filters. The first of these two filters transmits between
1548.76 nm and 1552.46 nm with a transmit loss of .932 dB and transmit block of 51.7dB. The
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Filter ID
WPL 623
DGF 1
DGF 2
DGF 3
WPL 653
WPL 654

Transmit
(nm)
Tunable
Bandwidth
of 5
1548.76 1552.46
1546.4 1554.3
1549.19 1551.84
Tunable
Bandwidth
of 1
Tunable
Bandwidth
of 1

Transmit
Loss (dB)
1.4

Transmit
Block (dB)
70

.932

51.7

.714

49

.65

60

2.0

70

1.4

70

Reflect Loss
(dB)

Reflect
Block (dB)

.35

60

Table 6.1: Here we tabulate the properties of filters and diffraction gratings used in the Silicon
spiral source setup
second of these two filters transmits between 1546.4 nm and 1554.3 nm with a transmit loss of
.714 dB and transmit block of 49 dB. These three filters ensure higher harmonic frequencies
created by the Pritel do not enter the silicon chip. The specifications of the filters are specified
in Table 6.1
The pump laser is then directed onto the silicon chip for the non-degenerate setup. For the
degenerate setup we combined the input of two continuous-wave laser. The silicon chip has a
single fiber glued onto the input side and a fiber array glued onto the four output ports with the
ficonTEC CL - 1500, which is a "versatile multi-purpose micro-assembly machine, providing
fully automated align and attach for integrating optoelectronic and photonic devices" [32].
Glued fibers and fiber arrays allow for stable light coupling over long time periods.
First a static diffraction grating filter is used to remove the pump. This is labeled "Pump
Filter" in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. The filter used transmits between 1549.19 nm and 1551.84 nm,
and reflects other wavelengths. It has a transmit loss of .65 dB and transmit block of 60 dB. It
has a reflection loss of .35 dB and a reflection block of 60 dB. For the non-degenerate case, the
signal and idler are then passed through another diffraction grating to separate the signal and
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6.4. Single Pump Wavelength Photon Pair Measurements
idler photons. Photons with a wavelength less than 1545 nm go to one of the fiber path, and
photons with a wavelength greater than 1545 nm go to the other. This is labeled "Wavelength
DG Splitter Filter" in Fig. 6.3. For the degenerate case, we used a 3 dB splitters, shown in
Fig. 6.4. The spiral sources produce photon pairs within the wavelength range of 1525 nm to
1575 nm. This is inconvenient for trying to produce photon pairs with a narrow bandwidth.
To account for this, each one of these fiber paths have a WLPhotonics tunable optical filter,
having a bandwidth of 1 nm, which allows us to select smaller wavelength ranges for signal
and idler photons. These filters are labeled ’Selection Filters’ in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4.
Filtered photons are then measured using a Photonspot nano-wire superconducting photon
detector [26]. The detector is kept in a superconducting state, at a temperature around 740
mK. When the photon hits the detector, the photon provides enough energy to knock the
material out of the superconducting state, inducing a resistance, across which a voltage can be
detected, indicating the arrival of a photon. We used a Swabian Time Tagger 20 to keep track
of the time delays between the signal and idler channels, and record the relative time interval
of their arrival times [27]. The signal and idler channels use different wire lengths from the
Photonspot to the Time Tagger, allowing us to create an artificial time delay between the two
photons, since the photons produced would arrive at the detector at the same time because
we are using fibers designed to be the same length, for each path. We then put these time
intervals into histograms to determine coincidence rates. An example of this is shown in Fig.
6.5.

6.4

Single Pump Wavelength Photon Pair Measurements

The packaged silicon spirals we used had an insertion loss of around -15 dBm, from input fiber
to output fiber array. Using these we measure the change of coincidence counts as we vary
input pulse laser power, and as we move the filters away from the 1550 nm center point.
Fig. 6.5 is an example of the histogram record from coincidence measurements using the
pulsed laser. In this example, there is one large peak occurring just before the relative time
distance of 2000 ps, outlined with the green box. We take this peak to be the coincidence
Chapter 6. Packaged Foundry-Fabricated Silicon Spiral Photon Pair Source
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Figure 6.5: An example of a coincidence histogram where the peak near 2000 ps is the coincidence measurement and the other peaks are accidentals caused by the nature of using a
pulsed laser

measurement. The other peaks are caused by the pulsed nature of the pulsed laser, and
we take these as accidentals. An example of the accidentals is outlined with the black box.
The detector records these accidentals at equal distances, corresponding to pulse rate. For a
pulsed pump input, a coincidence to accidental ratio was measured to be 8. We divided the
coincidence window by the accidental window to determine the the coincidence to accidental
ratio, with coincidence and accidental windows taken to be the same size.
Fig. 6.6 shows the experimental result of changing the input power of the pulsed laser. As
the average power increases, the coincidence rates grow quadratically. This is the expected
behavior of Four-Wave Mixing [33].
Fig. 6.7 shows the experimental results for changing the the filter settings with a constant
laser power. The horizontal axis demonstrates one of the filter settings, where the other is
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6.5. Discontinuity in Single Pump Measurements
set using conservation of energy, Eqn. 6.2.10, where λp = 1549.8 nm. As expected, a higher
rate of coincidences measured near the pump wavelength, and as the filter travel farther away
from the pump wavelength, the coincidence rates decrease. These coincidence rates become
negligible near the filter settings of 1527 and 1573 nm. What is unexpected is that there
appears to be a discontinuity in coincidence rate measurement, appearing at 1557.1 nm. We
explore this in the next section.

6.5

Discontinuity in Single Pump Measurements

We have noticed a strange discontinuity in the photon coincidence rates when we are sweeping
the filters. With a pump wavelength of 1549.8 nm, the discontinuity takes place around
1542.58 nm for filter 1 and 1557.1 nm for filter 2. This can easily be seen in Fig. 6.8. We
currently have no explanation for this phenomenon. The discontinuity seems to change with
pump wavelength, and with the amount of peak intensity going through the silicon waveguide.
The filters being used are identical in shape. They have a bandwidth of 1 nm around a set
wavelength and are accurate within .05 nm.
We explore a comparison of single photon rates to coincidence rates, in order to see if
we can see a similar behavior in the single channel rates. Fig. 6.9. There appears to be no
discontinuity in the singles rates. A direct comparison of singles rates and coincidences are
shown in Fig. 6.10 with a double label vertical axis. The coincidences are displayed in black.
There is a clear discontinuity in coincidences that are not mirrored in the singles rates.
For a further investigation, we vary the pump input, and adjust the value for λp in Eqn.
6.2.10 accordingly. Figs. 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 all illustrate coincidence measurements with
pump values of 1549.6, 1549.2, and 1548.6 nm, respectfully. All three of these results used
a pulsed laser. We can ignore the behavior of decreased coincidences starting at 1554.5 nm,
because this is caused by our photon splitter filter. The location of discontinuity in coincidences
changes with the pump wavelength, making the discontinuity a function of wavelength. For
Fig. 6.12 there appears to show no discontinuity in coincidence rate measurement, and for
Fig. 6.13 we cannot determine if there is a discontinuity present.
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As a final comparison, we compare the coincidence measurements of a pulsed laser, shown
in Fig 6.8, and a Keysight continuous laser, shown in Fig 6.14, with an identical pump of
λp = 1549.8 nm. The Keysight has the discontinuity appear at the same wavelength as the
pulsed laser, but the behavior before the discontinuity is different. There are less relative
coincidence rates before the discontinuity for the Keysight laser where as for the pulsed laser
there is more. This suggested that the behavior is intensity dependent.

6.6

1550 Nanometer Bi-Photons with Four-Wave Mixing

Fig. 6.15 shows the experimental result of producing 1550 nm bi-photons. We used two
Keysight lasers to pump in two different wavelengths. In this instance, we follow the modified
equation,
hc
2hc
hc
+
=
,
λp1 λp2
λs

(6.6.11)

where the idler and signal are now the new pump wavelengths and λs = 1550 nm. We used
filters set to 1550 nm with the 1 nm bandwidth in order to filter out pump wavelengths. We
then used a 50:50 beam splitter on the output fiber occupying the two photons to measure
coincidence rates. This results is a 50 percent reduced expected measurement, since there will
an equal probability photons will leave the beam splitter along the same mode or different
modes. The horizontal-axis displays one of the pump wavelengths used.

6.7

Summary of Packaged Foundry-Fabricated Silicon Spiral
Photon Pair Source Measurements

Understanding the behavior of the measurements of coincidence rates gives us insight on use
of this source for measuring the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds. With the region of discontinuity
not being understood, this region should be avoided when producing identical photons. The
fidelity of identical photons is unknown in this region. This is a restriction for choosing equipment settings. When producing two 1550 nm photons in a waveguide, there is no measured
discontinuity. This is useful for the On-Chip design, since the design requires reproducing the
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Measurements
NOON state.

Figure 6.6: Measurement of coincidences per second as a function of laser power through the
chip at a pump wavelength of 1550 nm, with an insertion loss of -15 dBm and filters set to
1543 and 1557 nm
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Figure 6.7: Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength
filters to get a profile of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. A pulse pump was
used in this sweep. There appears to be a discontinuity in the count rates below 1557.1 nm
(above 1542.6 nm for the other photon wavelength). The counts below 1557.1 nm are greater
than the counts above 1557.1 nm.
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Figure 6.8: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser for Coincidences
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. We zoomed in on the discontinuity behavior. A
pulse pump was used in this sweep. There appears to be a discontinuity in the count rates below
1557.1 nm (above 1542.6 nm for the other photon wavelength). The counts below 1557.1 nm are
greater than the counts above 1557.1 nm.
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Figure 6.9: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser for Single Channel rates
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of the single photon rates for each set of wavelength. A pulsed pump was used in this sweep. There
appears to be no discontinuity in the count rates.
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Figure 6.10: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser Comparisons
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second (black) and the single photon rates for each set of wavelength (blue and
green). A pulsed pump was used in this sweep. There appears to be a discontinuity in the
coincidences rates below 1557.1 nm (above 1542.6 nm for the other photon wavelength), but not the
singles rates.
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Figure 6.11: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser with Different Pump Wavelength
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. A pulsed pump was used in this sweep, with a
different pump wavelength of 1549.6 nm. The discontinuity appears to be at a different wavelength,
just above 1555 nm. The declining coincidence rates below 1555 nm is because of one of the
diffraction grating used to separate the single photons.
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Figure 6.12: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser with Different Pump Wavelength
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. A pulsed pump was used in this sweep, with a
different pump wavelength of 1549.2 nm. The discontinuity is not present in this measurement for
the filter settings measured. The declining coincidence rates below 1555 nm is because of one of the
diffraction grating used to separate the single photons.
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Figure 6.13: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Pulse Laser with Different Pump Wavelength
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. A pulsed pump was used in this sweep, with a
different pump wavelength of 1548.6 nm. The discontinuity is not present in this measurement for
the filter settings measured. The declining coincidence rates below 1555 nm is because of one of the
diffraction gratings used to separate the single photons.
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Figure 6.14: Sweep of filters on Spiral Source with Keysight Laser for Coincidences
Following the energy conservation relation from 6.2.10, we vary the wavelength filters to get a profile
of coincidences per second for each set of wavelength. A Keysight pump was used in this sweep.
There appears to be a discontinuity in the count rates below 1557.1 nm (above 1542.6 nm for the
other photon wavelength). The counts below 1557.1 nm are less than the counts above 1557.1 nm.
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Figure 6.15: Sweep of Keysight wavelengths on spiral source with pulsed laser for 1550 nm
bi-photons, with Keysight wavelengths set by Eqn. 6.6.11
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook
The theoretical, computational, and experimental advancements presented here pave the way
for observing the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds with silicon integrated photonics micro-ring
resonators. By providing three experimental designs, we now have a road map.
Experimentally testing potential micro-ring resonators has presented us with unaccounted
challenges. The implementation of realistic couplers with Mach-Zehnder Interferometers informed us on how to expand on the quantum theory of Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds, which
was discussed in Chapter 4. We showed theoretically that the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds
still exist in the Double-Bus Mach Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator. There being
two more waveguide modes for the photons to occupy, the structure of the Hong-Ou-Mandel
Manifold changes as a result of the increased number of degrees of freedom. This is confirmed
with infrared images, presented in Chapter 3.
Controlling these Mach Zehnder Interferometer couplers is done by generating heat on the
silicon chip with off-chip power sources, as described in Chapter 3. Hong-Ou-Mandel operating
points will be observed by changing the amount of heat applied to the various resonators.
With computational models discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, we show the wavelength region
over which the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect occurs is very narrow, on the scale of tens of picometers. This informs us that wavelength bandwidth of the photon source must be below this
range, or else we will not achieve the desired visibility for the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect.
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Exploring silicon spiral waveguides offers a method for producing photons on-chip, because
of silicon’s non-negligible third order electrical susceptibility. In Chapter 6, we experimentally
tested a fully packaged turn-key silicon spiral waveguide photon source. Using a pulsed laser
provides production of photon pairs at different wavelengths at rates on the order of the
hundreds of thousands of counts per second. This source allows us to generate a photon pair
at two separate wavelengths or to generate two photons at the same wavelength. This source
also has a currently unexplained discontinuity in producing photon pairs at different pump
wavelengths. This discontinuity has been experimentally shown to be pump wavelength and
intensity dependent.
The three experimental designs proposed in Chapter 5 are intended to account for the
major obstacles. They address the difficulties of photon coupling, identical photon production,
photon filtering, and coincidence rates measurement. The fiber array design offers coupling
stability over time, but cannot ensure the photon pairs are coincident on the resonator. The
free space design offers the opposite, where the system is very sensitive but when aligned
correctly we can ensure photon pairs are coincident. The on-chip design provides an unique
third option, where the photon source is connected to the resonator via waveguides. This
option allows us to run the experiment in reverse, by using the two-photon NOON state at
the input and observing independent identical coincidences at the output.
With current lab equipment available, future experimental efforts will focus on using the
fiber array design. Efforts will be made towards observing multiple regions of zero coincidences
on the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds.
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Appendix A

qInterconnect Modeling
Here we reconstruct the methods of simulating integrated circuits in qInterconnect. We go into
details about simulating the Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator [1], Double Bus Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator, and the Nonlinear Sign Gate [8]. The Nonlinear Sign
Gate uses the simulated Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator. This work was done with the help
of Ansys’s qInterconnect research and development team.
The process for using qInterconnect is relatively simple. The first step is to draw the
desired circuit in Interconnect, an example shown in Fig. A.1. The next step is to then load
the interconnect circuit into qInterconnect’s python integration and solve for photon state
probabilities there. Python code for the Nonlinear Sign Gate is shown in section A.4.

A.1

Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator

We can directly create a ring resonator system inside the system and see if we arrive at rederiving the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds. The syntax is slightly different between the Lumerical Interconnect and our definitions from before. We setup our photon’s couplings for the ring
resonator in terms of coupling amplitudes, τ , κ, η, and γ. The interconnect software defines
the photon’s couplings of the ring in terms of coupling coefficients. In terms of coupling amplitudes, the coupling coefficients are τ 2 , κ2 , η 2 , and γ 2 . It is important to know this, since
we are making direct comparisons between software for the probability of coincidences. We
qInterconnect Modeling
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Figure A.1: Ideal Double Bus Ring Resonator drawn in Interconnect.
To design an ideal double bus ring resonator in Interconnect, we can use the directional coupler and
phase shifters. The directional coupler elements can replicate the amount of light going in and out of
the ring and the phase shifter elements can recreate the phase shifts the photons gain in ring.

Figure A.2: Python Graph Varying κ2

Figure A.3: Python Graph Varying θ

will be making graphs in terms of coupling coefficients, which is easy to create in python and
qInterconnect.
As it can be seen from the graphs, the python simulation and the qInterconnect simulations
agree. qInterconnect is a powerful tool because it allows us to predict photon state probability
A.70

Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator

Double Bus Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator

Figure A.4: qLumerical Graph Varying κ2

A.71

Figure A.5: qLumerical Graph Varying θ

outputs in future without the need of going through the tedious path integral calculations.
Although these integrals may converge for future integrated circuits, they get more complex
with more waveguides introduced, proving to be difficult without a computer.

A.2

Double Bus Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator

The results of the qInterconnect simulation of the Double Bus Micro-ring Resonator is shown
at the end of Chapter 4. We show the Interconnect circuit here Fig. A.6.

A.3

Nonlinear Sign Gate and Control-Not Quantum Logic Gate

We also simulated the Nonlinear Sign Gate and CNOT logic gate with ring resonators instead
of beam splitters in qInterconnect.
The paper, Scalable controlled-NOT gate for linear optical quantum computing using microring resonators, proposed a theoretical circuit to carry out the KLM linear quantum computing protocol using Double-Bus Micro-Ring resonators instead of beam splitters or directional couplers [8]. The main component of the original KLM scheme involves a circuit called
the Nonlinear Sign Gate [6]. The Nonlinear Sign Gate is important because when configured
qInterconnect Modeling
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Figure A.6: Interconnect of Mach Zehnder Interferometer Micro-ring Resonator
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Nonlinear Sign Gate and Control-Not Quantum Logic Gate
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Figure A.7: Ideal Nonlinear Sign Gate with Double Bus Ring Resonators drawn in Interconnect.

correctly, it completes the following nonlinear operation with a 25 percent success rate.
|ψ⟩in = α0 |0⟩ + α1 |1⟩ + α2 |2⟩ →N LSG |ψ⟩out = α0 |0⟩ + α1 |1⟩ − α2 |2⟩

(1.3.1)

The proposed circuit takes the original KLM design, and replaces the three beam splitters
with three double bus ring resonators (Fig. A.7). The ring resonators serve the function on
the beam splitters. It gives a method for determining the sets of coupling parameters of the
three resonators needed to carry out the maximum success of 25 percent. We solved for a
set of parameters that would produce the maximum success rate, then drew the circuit in
qInterconnect to see if the paper and qInterconnect would agree. They agree, shown in A.4.
The KLM CNOT design was then simulated with this NLSG circuit and showed the correct
6.25 percent success rate.
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qInterconnect Python Code Example

QInterconnect Nonlinear Sign Gate
July 7, 2022
[1]: from qinterconnect.solver import QSolver
[2]: from qinterconnect.solver import Analyzer
[3]: nlsparams = {
# number of modes per channel
"mode_per_channel": 1,
# number of channels/ports
"nchannel": 3,
# INTERCONNECT filename
"interconnect_file": "NLS_TEST.icp",
#Lumped element circuit name in INTERCONNECT
"circuit": "NLS",
#name of input ports
"input_ports": ["signal_in", "ancilla1_in", "ancilla0_in"],
#name of output ports
"output_ports": ["signal_out", "ancilla1_out", "ancilla0_out"],
#maximum number of photons in circuit
"nmax":3,
#maximum number of photons in a given channel
"input_dims": [3,3,3],
#fock input states, photon number input in (), normalized coeff in [x,y]␣
,→where x is real part, y is imaginary part
"ket_in":{
(0, 1, 0): [0.4,0],
(1, 1, 0): [0.1,0],
(2, 1, 0): [0.91104,0]
},
#photon detection pattern
"measurement_mask":[100,1,0]
}
nls = QSolver(**nlsparams)
The current work path is:

C:\Users\jam8818\Desktop\qINTC1

[4]: nls.run()

1
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Generating the S-Matrix as is…
INTERCONNECT ran successfully.
Unitary!
[4]: {'Probability_of_Success': [0.2499168433555144]}
[ ]:

2
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Appendix B

Other Photon State Vector Inputs for
Micro-ring Resonators
Here we show the following equations derived and used for finding accidental rates for "0-5
superimposed non-entangled input states," "weak coherent states," and a possible "spontaneous parametric down-conversion entangled state." Probability graphs are calculated by the
standard method of operating the desired bra state on the whole wavefunction and taking it’s
absolute value squared [29]. The method of calculation can be found in Chapter 5 section 2,
"Tracking Accidentals."

B.1

0-5 Superimposed Non-Entangled Input states

Here is the worked out equation to input any arbitrary superposition non-entangled input
state for the number states between 0 and 5.

|ψ⟩a = [a0 + a1 â† + a2 â2† + a3 â3† + a4 â4† + a5 â5† ]|0⟩a

(2.1.1)

|ϕ⟩f = [b0 + b1 fˆ† + b2 fˆ2† + b3 fˆ3† + b4 fˆ4† + b5 fˆ5† ]|0⟩f

(2.1.2)

with the conditions that,
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|a0 |2 + |a1 |2 + 2|a2 |2 + 6|a3 |2 + 24|a4 |2 + 120|a5 |2 = 1

(2.1.3)

|b0 |2 + |b1 |2 + 2|b2 |2 + 6|b3 |2 + 24|b4 |2 + 120|b5 |2 = 1
where the coefficients 2, 6, 24, and 120 arise from the creation operators acting on the
vacuum state. Carrying out the substitution by hand, we arrive the the following general
output state:

|ψ⟩a |ϕ⟩f = a0 b0 |0, 0⟩cl + [a0 b1 t′ + a1 b0 s]|0, 1⟩cl +

√

2[a0 b2 t′2 + a2 b0 s2 + a1 b1 tp s]|0, 2⟩cl

√
+ 6[a1 b2 t′2 s + a2 b1 t′ s2 + a0 b3 t′3 + a3 b0 s3 ]|0, 3⟩cl
√
+ 24[a2 b2 t′2 s2 + a1 b3 t′3 s + a3 b1 t′ s3 + a0 b4 t′4 + a4 b0 s4 ]|0, 4⟩cl
√
+ 120[a2 b3 s2 t′3 + a3 b2 t′2 s3 + a1 b4 t′4 + a4 b1 s4 t′ + a5 b0 s5 + a0 b5 t′5 ]|0, 5⟩cl
√
+ 720[a3 b3 t′3 s3 + a2 b4 s2 t′4 + a4 b2 s4 t′2 + a5 b1 s5 t′ + a1 b5 t5 s]|0, 6⟩cl
√
+ 5040[a3 b4 t′4 s3 + a4 b3 s4 t′3 + a5 b2 s5 t′2 + a2 b5 t′5 s2 ]|0, 7⟩cl
√
√
+ 40320[a4 b4 s4 t′4 + a5 b3 s5 t′3 + a3 b5 t′5 s3 ]|0, 8⟩cl + 362880[a4 b5 t′5 s4 + a5 b4 s′5 t4 ]|0, 9⟩cl
√
+ 3628800[a5 b5 t′5 s5 ]|0, 10⟩cl +[a0 b1 s′ +a1 b0 t]|1, 0⟩cl +[2a0 b2 s′ t′ +2a2 b0 st+a1 b1 (tt′ +ss′ )]|1, 1⟩cl
√
+ 2[a1 b2 (tt′2 + 2s′ t′ s) + a2 b1 (2tst′ + s2 s′ ) + 3a0 b3 s′ t′2 + 3a3 b0 ts2 ]|1, 2⟩cl
√
+ 6[a2 b2 (2tst′2 +2s′ t′ s2 )+a1 b3 (tt′3 +3s′ st′2 )+a3 b1 (s′ s3 +3t′ ts2 )+a0 b4 4s′ t′3 +a4 b0 4s3 t]|1, 3⟩cl
√
+ 24[a2 b3 (2tt′3 s + 3s2 s′ t′2 ) + a3 b2 (2t′ s′ s3 + 3tt′2 s2 )
+a1 b4 (4s′ st′3 + tt′4 ) + a4 b1 (s4 s′ + 4s3 tt′ ) + a5 b0 5s4 t + a0 b5 5s′ t′4 ]|1, 4⟩cl
√
+ 120[(a3 b3 (3t′2 s′ s3 + 3tt′3 s2 ) + a2 b4 (4s2 spt′3 + 2stt′4 ) + a4 b2 (2s4 s′ t′ + 4tt′2 s3 )+
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a5 b1 (5s4 tt′ + s5 s′ ) + a1 b5 (5t′4 s′ s + t′5 t)]|1, 5⟩cl
√
+ 720[a3 b4 (4t′3 s3 s′ + 3tt′4 s2 ) + a4 b3 (3s4 s′ t′2 + 4tt′3 s3 )
+a5 b2 (2s5 s′ t′ + 5s4 tt′2 ) + a2 b5 (5s′ t′4 s2 + 2t′5 st)]|1, 6⟩cl
√
+ 5040[a4 b4 (4t4 s′3 t′ + 4ss′4 t3 ) + a5 b3 (3s5 s′ t′2 + 5s4 tt′3 ) + a3 b5 (5s′ t′4 s3 + 3t′5 s2 t)]|1, 7⟩cl
√
+ 40320[a4 b5 (5s′ t′4 s4 + 4t′5 s3 t) + a5 b4 (5t′ s′4 t4 + 4s′5 t3 s)]|1, 8⟩cl
√
√
+ 362880[a5 b5 (5s′ t4 s5 + 5t′5 s4 t)]|1, 9⟩cl + 2[a0 b2 s′2 + a2 b0 t2 + a1 b1 ts′ ]|2, 0⟩cl
√
+ 2[a1 b2 (ss′2 + 2s′ t′ t) + a2 b1 (2tss′ + t2 t′ ) + 3a0 b3 s′2 t′ + 3a3 b0 t2 s]|2, 1⟩cl
+[a2 b2 (8tt′ ss′ + 2s′2 s2 + 2t′2 t2 ) + a1 b3 (2s′ tt′2 + 2st′ s′2 + 4s′ t′2 t + 4ss′2 t′ )
+a3 b1 (6t2 t′ s + 6s2 s′ t) + a0 b4 (12s′2 t′2 ) + a4 b0 (12s2 t2 )]|2, 2⟩cl
√
+ 12[a2 b3 (t2 t′3 + 6tt′2 ss′ + 3s2 s′2 t′ ) + a3 b2 (6s′ s2 tt′ + s′2 s3 + 3t2 t′2 s)+
a1 b4 (4s′ tt′3 + 6s′2 st′2 ) + a4 b1 (4s3 ts′ + 6s2 t2 t′ ) + a5 b0 10s3 t2 + a0 b5 10s′2 t′3 ]|2, 3⟩cl
√
+ 48[a3 b4 (12s′ s2 tt′3 + 6t′2 s′2 s3 + 3st2 t′4 ) + a4 b3 (12s3 s′ tt′2 + 3s4 s′2 t′ + 6t2 t′3 s2 )
+a5 b2 (10s4 s′ tt′ + 10t′2 t2 s3 + s5 s′2 ) + a2 b5 (t′5 t2 + 10s′ t′4 st + 10s′2 t′3 s2 )]|2, 4⟩cl
√
+ 240[a3 b3 (9s′2 stt′2 + 3t′ s′2 s3 + 3st2 t′3 ) + a2 b4 (t2 t′4 + 8tt′3 ss′ + 6s2 s′2 t′2 ) + a4 b2 (8s3 s′ tt′ +
s4 s′2 + 6s2 t2 tp2 ) + a5 b1 (10t′ t2 s3 + 5s4 s′ t) + a1 b5 (5s′ t′4 t + 10sp2 t′3 s)]|2, 5⟩cl
√
+ 1440[a4 b4 (6s4 s′2 t′2 + 16s3 s′ tt′3 + 6t′4 t2 s2 ) + a5 b3 (3s5 s′2 t′ + 15s4 s′ tt′2
+10t′3 t2 s3 ) + a3 b5 (15s′ t′4 s2 t + 10s′2 t′3 s3 + 3t′5 st2 )]|2, 6⟩cl
√
+ 10080[a4 b5 (10s′2 t′3 s4 + 20s′ t′4 s3 t + 6t′5 s2 t2 ) + a5 b4 (10t′2 s′3 t4 + 20t′ s′4 t3 s + 6s′5 t2 s2 )]|2, 7⟩cl
√
+ 80640[a5 b5 (10s′2 t′3 s5 + 25s′ t′4 s4 t + 10t′5 s3 t2 )]|2, 8⟩cl
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√
+ 6[a1 b2 s′2 t + a2 b1 s′ t2 + a0 b3 s′3 + a3 b0 (t3 )]|3, 0⟩cl
√
+ 6[a2 b2 (2tss′2 + 2s′ t′ t2 ) + a1 b3 (3tt′ s′2 + ss′3 )
+a3 b1 (t′ t3 + 3ss′ t2 ) + a0 b4 (4s′3 t′ ) + a4 b0 (4st3 )]|3, 1⟩cl
√
+ 12[a2 b3 (s2 s′3 + 6tt′ ss′2 + 3t2 t′2 s′ ) + a3 b2 (6t2 t′ ss′ + t′2 t3 + 3s2 s′2 t) + a1 b4 (6s′2 tt′2 + 4ss′3 t′ )
+a4 b1 (4st3 t′ + 6s2 t2 s′ ) + a5 b0 (10s2 t3 ) + a0 b5 (10s′3 t′2 )]|3, 2⟩cl
+[a3 b3 (54s′2 s2 tt′ + 54t2 t′2 ss′ + 6t′3 t3 + 6s′3 s3 ) + a2 b4 (24s2 s′3 t′ + 24t2 t′3 s′ + 72tt′2 ss′2 )
+a4 b2 (72s2 s′ t2 t′ + 24st′2 t3 + 24ts′2 s3 ) + a5 b1 (60s2 t3 t′ + 60t2 s3 s′ )
+a1 b5 (60s′2 t′3 t + 60s′3 t′2 s)]|3, 3⟩cl
+[a3 b4 (144t2 t′3 ss′ + 216s′2 s2 tt′2 + 48s′3 s3 t′ + 12t′4 t3 ) + a4 b3 (216s2 s′ t2 t′2 + 144s3 s′2 tt′
+48t3 t′3 s + 12s4 s′3 ) + a5 b2 (240t′ t2 s′ s3 + 120t3 t′2 s2 + 60s4 s′2 t)
+a2 b5 (60s′ t′4 t2 + 120s′3 t′2 s2 + 240s′2 t′3 st)]|3, 4⟩cl
√
+ 720[a4 b4 (24t2 t′3 s2 s′ + 24s3 s′2 tt′2 + 4s4 s′3 t′ + 4t3 t′4 s) + a5 b3 (30t′2 t2 s′ s3 +
15s4 s′2 tt′ + s5 s′3 + 10t3 t′3 s2 ) + a3 b5 (t′5 t3 + 15s′ t′4 st2 + 10s′3 t′2 s3 + 30s′2 t′3 s2 t)]|3, 5⟩cl
√
+ 4320[a4 b5 (10s′3 t′2 s4 + 40s′2 t′3 s3 t + 30s′ t′4 s2 t2 + 4t′5 st3 )
+a5 b4 (10t′3 s′2 t4 + 40t′2 s′3 t3 s + 30t′ s′4 t2 s2 + 4s′5 ts3 )]|3, 6⟩cl
√
+ 30240[a5 b5 (10s′3 t′2 s5 + 50s′2 t′3 s4 t + 50s′ t′4 s3 t2 + 10t′5 s2 t3 )]|3, 7⟩cl
√
+ 24[a2 b2 s′2 t2 + a1 b3 ts′3 + a3 b1 (s′ t3 ) + a0 b4 (s′4 ) + a4 b0 (t4 )]|4, 0⟩cl
√
+ 24[a2 b3 (2tss′3 + 3t2 t′ s′2 ) + a3 b2 (2s′ t′ t3 + 3ss′2 t2 ) + a1 b4 (4s′3 t′ t + ss′4 )
+a4 b1 (t4 t′ + 4ss′ t3 ) + a5 b0 (5t4 s) + a0 b5 (5s′4 t)]|4, 1⟩cl
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√
+ 48[a3 b3 (9t2 t′ ss′2 + 3s′ t′2 t3 + 3s2 s′3 t) + a2 b4 (s2 s′4 + 8tt′ ss′3 + 6t2 t′2 s′2 )
+a4 b2 (8ss′ t3 t′ + t4 t′2 + 6s2 s′2 t2 ) + a5 b1 (10s′ s2 t3 + 5t4 t′ s) + a1 b5 (5s′4 t′ s + 10s′3 t′2 t)]|4, 2⟩cl
√
+ 144[a3 b4 (12s2 s′3 tt′ + 18t2 t′2 ss′2 + 4s′ t3 t′3 + s′4 s3 ) + a4 b3 (18s2 s′2 t2 t′
+12ss′ t3 t′2 + 4s3 s′3 t + t4 t′3 ) + a5 b2 (20s′ s2 t3 t′ + 10t2 s3 s′2 + 5t4 t′2 s)
+a2 b5 (5s′4 t′ s2 + 20s′3 t′2 st + 10s′2 t′3 t2 )]|4, 3⟩cl
+[a4 b4 (864s2 s′2 t2 t′2 + 384s3 tt′ s′3 + 2416ss′ t3 t′3 + 24s4 s′4 + 24t4 t′4 )
+a5 b3 (720s′ s2 t3 t′2 + 720t2 t′ s3 s′2 + 120t4 t′3 s
+120s4 s′3 t) + a3 b5 (120sp4 s3 t + 720s′3 t′2 s2 t + 720s′2 t′3 st2 + 120t′4 t3 s′ )]|4, 4⟩cl
√
+ 2880[a4 b5 (5s′4 t′ s4 + 40s′3 t′2 s3 t + 60s′2 t′3 s2 t2 + 20s′ t′4 st3 + t′5 t4 )
+a5 b4 (5t′4 s′ t4 + 40t′3 s′2 t3 s + 60t′2 s′3 t2 s2 + 20t′ s′4 ts3 + s′5 s4 )]|4, 5⟩cl
√
+ 17280[a5 b5 (5s′4 t′ s5 + 50s′3 t′2 s4 t + 100s′2 t′3 s3 t2 + 50s′ t′4 s2 t3 + 5t′5 st4 )]|4, 6⟩cl
√
+ 120[a2 b3 s′3 t2 + a3 b2 (s′2 t3 ) + a1 b4 (ts′4 ) + a4 b1 (t4 s′ ) + a5 b0 (t5 ) + a0 b5 (sp5 )]|5, 0⟩cl
√
+ 120[a3 b3 (3s′2 t′ t3 + 3ss′3 t2 ) + a2 b4 (4s′3 t2 t′ + 2tss′4 )
+a4 b2 (2t4 s′ t′ + 4ss′2 t3 ) + a5 b1 (5t4 ss′ + t5 t′ ) + a1 b5 (5s′4 t′ t + s5 s)]|5, 1⟩cl
√
+ 240[a3 b4 (12t2 t′ ss′3 + 6s′2 t′2 t3 + 3s2 s′4 t) + a4 b3 (12ss′2 t3 t′ + 3t4 t′2 s′ + 6s2 s′3 t2 )
+a5 b2 (10t4 t′ ss′ + 10s′2 s2 t3 + t5 t′2 ) + a2 b5 (s′5 s2 + 10s′4 t′ st + 10s′3 t′2 t2 )]|5, 2⟩cl
√
+ 720[a4 b4 (24s2 s′3 t2 t′ + 24ss′2 t3 t′2 + 4t4 t′3 s′ + 4s3 s′4 t) + a5 b3 (30s′2 s2 t3 t′
+15t4 t′2 ss′ + t5 t′3 + 10s3 s′3 t2 ) + a3 b5 (s′5 s3 + 15s′4 t′ s2 t + 30s′3 t′2 st2 + 10s′2 t′3 t3 )]|5, 3⟩cl
√
+ 2880[a4 b5 (s′5 s4 + 20s′4 t′ s3 t + 60s′3 t′2 s2 t2 + 40s′2 t′3 st3 + 5s′ t′4 t4 )
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+a5 b4 (t′5 t4 + 20t′4 s′ t3 s + 60t′3 s′2 t2 s2 + 40t′2 s′3 ts3 + 5t′ s′4 s4 )]|5, 4⟩cl
+120[a5 b5 (s′5 s5 + 25s′4 t′ s4 t + 100s′3 t′2 s3 t2 + 100s′2 t′3 s2 t3 + 25s′ t′4 st4 + t′5 t5 )]|5, 5⟩cl
√
+ 720[a3 b3 s′3 t3 + a2 b4 (s′4 t2 ) + a4 b2 (t4 s′2 ) + a5 b1 (t5 s′ ) + a1 b5 (s5 t)]|6, 0⟩cl
√
+ 720[a3 b4 (4s′3 t3 t′ + 3ss′4 t2 ) + a4 b3 (3t4 t′ s′2 + 4ss′3 t3 )
+a5 b2 (2t5 t′ s′ + 5t4 ss′2 ) + a2 b5 (5s′4 t′ t2 + 2s′5 st)]|6, 1⟩cl
√
+ 1440[a4 b4 (6t4 t′2 s′2 + 16ss′3 t′ t3 + 6s2 s′4 t2 ) + a5 b3 (3t5 t′2 s′ + 15t4 t′ ss′2
+10s′3 s2 t3 ) + a3 b5 (15s′4 t′ st2 + 3s′5 s2 t + 10s′3 t′2 t3 )]|6, 2⟩cl
√
+ 4320[a4 b5 (4s′5 s3 t + 30s′4 t′ s2 t2 + 40s′3 t′2 st3 + 10s′2 t′3 t4 )
+a5 b4 (4t′5 t3 s + 30t′4 s′ t2 s2 + 40t′3 s′2 ts3 + 10t′2 s′3 s4 )]|6, 3⟩cl
√
+ 17280[a5 b5 (5s′5 s4 t + 50s′4 t′ s3 t2 + 100s′3 t′2 s2 t3 + 50s′2 t′3 st4 + 5s′ t′4 t5 )]|6, 4⟩cl
√
+ 5040[a3 b4 (s′4 t3 ) + a4 b3 (t4 s′3 ) + a5 b2 (t5 s′2 ) + a2 b5 (s5 t2 )]|7, 0⟩cl
√
+ 5040[a4 b4 (4s4 s′ t′3 + 4tt′4 s3 ) + a5 b3 (3t5 t′ s′2 + 5t4 ss′3 ) + a3 b5 (5s′ 4tt′3 + 3s′5 st2 )]|7, 1⟩cl
√
+ 10080[a4 b5 (6s′5 s2 t2 + 20s′4 t′ st3 + 10s′3 t′2 t4 ) + a5 b4 (6t′5 t2 s2 + 20t′4 s′ ts3 + 10t′3 s′2 s4 )]|7, 2⟩cl
√
+ 30240[a5 b5 (10s′5 s3 t2 + 50s′4 ts2 t3 + 50s′3 t′2 st4 + 10s2 t3 t5 )]|7, 3⟩cl
√
+ 40320[a4 b4 (t4 s′4 ) + a5 b3 (t5 s′3 ) + a3 b5 (s′5 t3 )]|8, 0⟩cl
√
+ 40320[a4 b5 (5s′4 t′ t4 + 4s′5 st3 ) + a5 b4 (5t′4 s′ s4 + 4t′5 t′ s3 )]|8, 1⟩cl
√
+ 80640[a5 b5 (10s′5 s2 t3 + 25s′4 t′ st4 + 10s′3 t′2 t5 )]|8, 2⟩cl
√
+ 362880[a4 b5 (s′5 t4 ) + a5 b4 (t′5 s4 )]|9, 0⟩cl
√
√
+ 362880[a5 b5 (5s′5 st4 + 5s′4 t′ t5 )]|9, 1⟩cl + 36288[a5 b5 (s′5 t5 )]|10, 0⟩cl
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The way we can check that the algebra is correct, is making sure that all the output probabilities add up to one, for any value of s, s’, t, and t’.

B.2

Weak Coherent States

A coherent state is a superposition of an infinite amount of number states, characterized by a
complex number.

|CoherentState : α⟩ = e

−|α|2
2

∞
X
αn
√ |0⟩
n!
n=o

(2.2.4)

We can make an approximation of weak coherent states, |α|2 = 1, bu expanding this
summation out to the fifth number state. We will renormalize this state to make it a valid
quantum state. This expansion of weak coherent states looks like, where N1 and N2 are
normalization constants.
α3
α4
α5 5†
α2
â ]|0⟩
|α⟩ = N1 [1 + αâ† + √ â2† + √ â3† + √ â4† + √
2
6
24
120

(2.2.5)

β2
β3
β4
β 5 ˆ5†
|β⟩ = N2 [1 + β fˆ† + √ fˆ2† + √ fˆ3† + √ fˆ4† + √
f ]|0⟩
2
6
24
120

(2.2.6)

Translating this back to the previous work, the coefficients of the general 0-5 superimposed
non-entangled number state coefficients are
α3
α4
α5
α2
a0 = 1, a1 = α, a2 = √ , a3 = √ , a4 = √ , a5 = √
2
6
24
120

(2.2.7)

β2
β3
β4
β5
b0 = 1, b1 = β, b2 = √ , b3 = √ , b4 = √ , b5 = √
2
6
24
120

(2.2.8)

There are a lot interesting probability graphs we can provide ranging from zero to ten
photons. Here is an example of inputting two weak coherent states, where there characteristic
parameters are 1. The Hong-Ou-Mandel effect disappears completely, and we can detect other
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Fock state probabilities.

B.3

Possible Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion Entangled State

The following is an entangled state that is created by a spontaneous parametric down-conversion
crystal.

|SP DC : ξ⟩ =

∞
X
p
1 − |ξ|2
ξ n |n, n⟩

(2.3.9)

n=o

with 0 < |ξ| < 1. We can carry out the same substitution method the this approximated
expanded state, with the normalization constant N3 .
B.84

Possible Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion Entangled State

Possible Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion Entangled State

|SP DC : ξ⟩a,f ≈ N3 [1+ξâ† fˆ† +

B.85

ξ 2 †2 ˆ†2 ξ 3 †3 ˆ†3 ξ 4 †4 ˆ†4 ξ 5 †5 ˆ†5
â f + â f + â f +
â f ]|0, 0⟩a,f (2.3.10)
2
6
24
120

Following the same method, we arrive at the output state,

√
√
√
|SP DC : ξ⟩a,f = ξ0 |0, 0⟩cl + ξ1 2t′ s|0, 2⟩cl + ξ2 t′2 s2 24|0, 4⟩cl + ξ3 t′3 s3 720|0, 6⟩cl
√
√
+ξ4 ( 40320s4 t′4 )|0, 8⟩cl + ξ5 (t′5 s5 3628800)|0, 10⟩cl + ξ1 (tt′ + ss′ )|1, 1⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ2 (2tst′2 6 + 2s′ t′ s2 6)|1, 3⟩cl + ξ3 (3t′2 s′ s3 120 + 3tt′3 s2 120)|1, 5⟩cl +
√
√
√
√
+ξ4 (4 5040t4 s′3 t′ + 4 5040ss′4 t3 )|1, 7⟩cl + ξ5 (5s′ t′4 s5 362880 + 5t′5 s4 t 362880)|1, 9⟩cl
√
ξ1 2ts′ |2, 0⟩cl + ξ2 (8tt′ ss′ + 2s′2 s2 + 2t′2 t2 )|2, 2⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ3 (18s′2 stt′2 12 + 3t′ s′2 s3 48 + 6st2 t′3 12)|2, 4⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ4 (6 1440s4 s′2 t′2 + 16s3 s′ tt′3 1440 + 6 1440t′4 t2 s2 )|2, 6⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ5 (10s′2 t′3 s5 80640 + 25s′ t′4 s4 t 80640 + 10t′5 s3 t2 80640)|2, 8⟩cl
√
√
ξ2 (2tss′2 6 + 2s′ t′ t2 6)|3, 1⟩cl + ξ3 (54s′2 s2 tt′ + 54t2 t′2 ss′ + 6t′3 t3 + 6s′3 s3 )|3, 3⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ4 (24t2 t′3 s2 s′ 720 + 24s3 s′2 tt′2 720 + 4s4 s′3 t′ 720 + 4t3 t′4 s 720)|3, 5⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ5 (10s′3 t′2 s5 30240 + 50s′2 t′3 s4 t 30240 + 50s′ t′4 s3 t2 30240 + 10t′5 s2 t3 30240)|3, 7⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ2 s′2 t2 24|4, 0⟩cl + ξ3 (18t2 t′ ss′2 12 + 3s′ t′2 t3 48 + 6s2 s′3 t 12)|4, 2⟩cl
+ξ4 (2436s2 s′2 t2 t′2 + 2416s3 tt′ s′3 + 2416ss′ t3 t′3 + 24s4 s′4 + 24t4 t′4 )|4, 4⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ5 (5s′4 t′ s5 17280 + 50s′3 t′2 s4 t 17280 + 100s′2 t′3 s3 t2 17280
√
√
√
√
+50s′ t′4 s2 t3 17280 + 5t′5 st4 17280)|4, 6⟩cl + ξ3 (3s′2 t′ t3 120 + 3ss′3 t2 120)|5, 1⟩cl
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√
√
√
√
+ξ4 (24s2 s′3 t2 t′ 720 + 24ss′2 t3 t′2 720 + 4t4 t′3 s′ 720 + 4 720s3 s′4 t)|5, 3⟩cl
+ξ5 (s′5 s5 120+25s′4 t′ s4 t120+100s′3 t′2 s3 t2 120+100s′2 t′3 s2 t3 120+25s′ t′4 st4 120+t′5 t5 120)|5, 5⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ3 s′3 t3 720|6, 0⟩cl + ξ4 (6 1440t4 t′2 s′2 + 16ss′3 t′ t3 1440 + 6 1440s2 s′4 t2 )|6, 2⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ5 (5s′5 s4 t 17280 + 50s′4 t′ s3 t2 17280 + 100s′3 t′2 s2 t3 17280+
√
√
√
√
50s′2 t′3 st4 17280 + 5s′ t′4 t5 17280)|6, 4⟩cl + ξ4 (4 5040s4 s′ t′3 + 4tt′4 s3 5040)|7, 1⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ5 (10s′5 s3 t2 30240 + 50s′4 ts2 t3 30240 + 50s′3 t′2 st4 30240 + 10s′2 t′3 t5 30240)|7, 3⟩cl
√
√
√
√
+ξ4 ( 40320t4 s′4 )|8, 0⟩cl + ξ5 (10s′5 s2 t3 80640 + 25s′4 t′ st4 80640 + 10s′3 t′2 t5 80640)|8, 2⟩cl
√
√
√
+ξ5 (5s′5 st4 362880 + 5s′4 t′ t5 362880)|9, 1⟩cl + ξ5 (s′5 t5 3628800)|10, 0⟩cl
Here are some example probability pictures.

B.86

Possible Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion Entangled State

Appendix C

Code Work
Here we present some of the code work for modeling the Hong-Ou-Mandel Manifolds. To do
our calculations, we need to keep track of two things. We need to calculating values s, s prime,
t and t prime. These specific values can be different depending on either we are solving the
double bus ring resonator or the MZI double bus ring resonators. With manual definitions of
s, s prime, t , and t prime, these calculations can be applied across ring resonator system. We
also need to keep track of the constants that arise from applying the creation operators on to
the Fock state.

Code Work

C.87

C.88

Code Work

Modeling Man-Ou-Handel Effects
July 6, 2022
Joseph Monteleone III
2/13/2021
multiple Wavefunction inputs
[ ]:
[1]: from IPython.display import Latex
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import cmath
j=complex(0,1)
Using the theory outlined in the papers, we can make a direct subsition for the operators of the
ring resonator on the vacuum state.
ân† fˆm† |0, 0⟩ = |n, m⟩
using
λ2
|ψ⟩ = [λo + λ1 â† + √2 â2† ]|0⟩
2
β2
|ϕ⟩ = [βo + β1 fˆ† + √ fˆ2† ]|0⟩
2
we can take the tensor product of these two state to find input probablilites. Using the dicrete
path integral subsitution, we can find output state probabilities, using
â† = tĉ† + sˆl†
fˆ† = s′ ĉ† + t′ /̂†
defining

t=

η ∗ − τ eiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ
1

C.88

C.89

s=

γκ∗ eiϕ2
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

t′ =

τ ∗ − ηeiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

s′ =

κγ ∗ eiϕ1
− eiθ

η∗τ ∗

carrying out the calucations, we get

√
√
|ψ⟩a |ϕ⟩f = λo βo |0, 0⟩cl +[λo β1 t′ +λ1 βo s]|0, 1⟩cl +[λo β1 s′ +λ1 βo t]|1, 0⟩cl +[λo β2 t′2 +λ22 βo s2 + 2λ1 β1 st′ ]|0, 2⟩cl +[λo β2 s′2 +λ22 βo t2 + 2λ1 β1 s
plus higher order terms
[2]: def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime
def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
[3]: kappa=0.6
gamma=kappa
eta=np.sqrt(1-gamma*gamma.conjugate())
tau=np.sqrt(1-kappa*kappa.conjugate())
theta=1
print(t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,.2))
print(tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,.2))
(0.1686019205329948+0.3688672809580177j)
(0.1686019205329948+0.3688672809580177j)
2
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[4]: def probability(amplitude):
prob = amplitude*amplitude.conjugate()
return prob
[5]: #optical reversability
## 1,1 state
#tau=np.linspace(.1,.9,10)
tau = np.sqrt(.9)
theta=np.linspace(-.5,.5,1000)
#theta = .11
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
#theta=np.pi #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)
+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta))
y1= probability(t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)**2 +␣
,→sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)**2)
y2= probability(tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)**2 +␣
,→s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)**2)
y3= probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)
+␣
,→tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2) )
plt.plot(theta,y)
plt.ylabel('1,1')
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.title('Normal HOM')
plt.show()
plt.plot(theta,y1/2)
plt.ylabel('2,0')
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.title('Reverse HOM')
plt.show()
plt.plot(theta,y2/2)
plt.ylabel('0,2')

3

C.90
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plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.title('Reverse HOM')
plt.show()
plt.plot(theta,y3,label ='Reverse')
plt.plot(theta,y,label ='Forward')
plt.ylabel('1,1')
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.axvline(x=.11, color = 'black', marker = '.')
plt.axhline(y=0, color = 'black', marker = '.')
plt.axhline(y=1, color = 'black', marker = '.')
plt.title('Reverse HOM')
plt.xlabel(r'$\theta$')
plt.ylabel('Probably of Coincidences')
plt.legend()
plt.title(r'$\tau$ = $\eta$ =.9, $\kappa$ = i$\sqrt{(1-\tau^2)}$, $\gamma$ =␣
,→i$\sqrt{(1-\eta^2)}$,$\phi_1$=
$\theta/2$, $\phi_2$= $\theta/2$')
plt.show()
#plt.plot(tau,y)
#plt.xlabel('Theta')
#plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.plot(theta,(y1/2+y2/2+ y3))
plt.ylim(0,2)
#plt.plot(tau,y)
#plt.xlabel(r'$\theta$')
#plt.ylabel('Probably for |1,1>')
#plt.title(r'$\tau$ = $\eta$ =.81, $\kappa$ = i$\sqrt{(1-\tau^2)}$, $\gamma$ =␣
,→i$\sqrt{(1-\eta^2)}$,
#$\phi_1$= $\theta/2$, $\phi_2$= $\theta/2$')
C:\Users\monte\Anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:83:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)

4
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[5]: (0, 2)

[6]: ## 1,1 state
#tau=np.linspace(.1,.9,10)
tau = np.sqrt(.9)
theta=np.linspace(-.5,.5,1000)
#theta = .11
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
#theta=np.pi #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)
+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta))
# ss'+tt"

7
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plt.plot(theta,y)
#plt.plot(tau,y)
#plt.xlabel('Theta')
#plt.ylabel('Probably')
#plt.plot(tau,y)
plt.xlabel(r'$\theta$')
plt.ylabel('Probably for |1,1>')
plt.title(r'$\tau$ = $\eta$ =.81, $\kappa$ = i$\sqrt{(1-\tau^2)}$, $\gamma$ =␣
,→i$\sqrt{(1-\eta^2)}$,$\phi_1$=
$\theta/2$, $\phi_2$= $\theta/2$')

"""
for i in range(1000):
if(y[i]<.0001):
print(tau[i])
plt.title('|1,1> Theta= pi/6, Unexpanded')
plt.savefig('11ThetapigUnexpanded.png')"""
[6]: "\nfor i in range(1000):\n
if(y[i]<.0001):\n
print(tau[i])\nplt.title('|1,1> Theta= pi/6, Unexpanded')
\nplt.savefig('11ThetapigUnexpanded.png')"
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[7]: ## 1,1 state
kappasqrt=np.linspace(.1,.9,1000)
#tau=np.linspace(.1,.9,10)
#tau = np.sqrt(.9)
#theta=np.linspace(-.5,.5,1000)
theta = -.11
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-kappasqrt)
kappa=np.sqrt(kappasqrt)
gamma=np.sqrt(.1)
eta=np.sqrt(1-gamma**2)
tau=k
#theta=np.pi #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)
+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta))
# ss'+tt"
#plt.plot(theta,y)
plt.plot(kappasqrt,y)
plt.xlabel(r'$\kappa^2$')
plt.ylabel('Probably for |1,1>')
plt.title(r'$\gamma$ = $\sqrt{1/10}$, $\tau$ = $\sqrt{(1-\kappa^2)}$, $\eta$ =
i$\sqrt{(1-\gamma^2)}$, $\theta$=-.11,$\phi_1$= $\theta/2$,␣
,→ $\phi_2$= $\theta/2$')
"""
for i in range(1000):
if(y[i]<.0001):
print(tau[i])
plt.title('|1,1> Theta= pi/6, Unexpanded')
plt.savefig('11ThetapigUnexpanded.png')"""
[7]: "\nfor i in range(1000):\n
if(y[i]<.0001):\n
print(tau[i])\nplt.title('|1,1> Theta= pi/6, Unexpanded')
\nplt.savefig('11ThetapigUnexpanded.png')"
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[8]: ## 1,1 state expanded
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*k
kappa=1j*k
theta=-np.pi/6
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
b0=1/(np.sqrt(3))
b1=1/(np.sqrt(3))
b2=np.sqrt(1-b1**2-b0**2)
lmbda0=0
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lmbda1=1
lmbda2=np.sqrt(1-lmbda1**2-lmbda0**2)
b=np.
,→sqrt(2)*lmbda0*b2*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)*tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)
c=np.
,→sqrt(2)*lmbda2*b0*s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)*t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)

a=lmbda1*b1*(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)
+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*tprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta))
y = probability(b + c + a)
plt.plot(tau,y)
plt.xlabel('Kappa')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.show()
print('Squared',b0**2,b1**2,b2**2)
print('Normal',b0,b1,b2)
for i in range(1000):
if(y[i]<.0001):
print(tau[i])
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C.99

Squared 0.3333333333333334 0.3333333333333334 0.33333333333333304
Normal 0.5773502691896258 0.5773502691896258 0.5773502691896255
0.7707707707707707
0.7717717717717718
0.7727727727727728
0.7737737737737738
0.7747747747747747
0.7757757757757757
0.7767767767767768
[9]: #2,0 state
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
tau=np.linspace(.001,.999,1000)
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*k
kappa=1j*k
theta=np.pi/6
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta
y = probability(np.
,→sqrt(2)*t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1))
# plots contour lines
plt.plot(tau,y)
plt.xlabel('Kappa')
plt.ylabel('Probably')

plt.title('|2,0> Theta= pi/6, Unexpanded')
plt.savefig('20Thetapi6Unexpanded.png')
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[10]: ## 2,0 state expanded
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*k
kappa=1j*k
theta=-np.pi
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
b0=1/(np.sqrt(3))
b1=1/(np.sqrt(3))
b2=np.sqrt(1-b1**2-b0**2)
lmbda0=0
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Modeling MZI Man-Ou-Handel Effects
July 6, 2022
Joseph Monteleone III
9/21/2021
MZI Couplers
[21]: #https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/
,→mach-zehnder-interferometers
#https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/optical-coupler
[22]: ###main points
#compare coupling powers (t**2), or else need to include imaginary numbers
#4 pi period for theta/circumfrance?? ---!!!There is more than a 4pi␣
,→periodicity!!!!!
#devices are similar
[23]: from IPython.display import Latex
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import cmath
j=complex(0,1)
Using the theory outlined in the papers, we can make a direct subsition for the operators of the
ring resonator on the vacuum state.
ân† fˆm† |0, 0⟩ = |n, m⟩
using
λ2
|ψ⟩ = [λo + λ1 â† + √2 â2† ]|0⟩
2
β2
|ϕ⟩ = [βo + β1 fˆ† + √ fˆ2† ]|0⟩
2
we can take the tensor product of these two state to find input probablilites. Using the dicrete
path integral subsitution, we can find output state probabilities, using

1

Code Work

C.101

C.102

Code Work

â† = tĉ† + sˆl†
fˆ† = s′ ĉ† + t′ /̂†
defining

t=

η ∗ − τ eiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

s=

γκ∗ eiϕ2
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

t′ =

τ ∗ − ηeiθ
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

s′ =

κγ ∗ eiϕ1
η ∗ τ ∗ − eiθ

carrying out the calucations, we get

√
√
|ψ⟩a |ϕ⟩f = λo βo |0, 0⟩cl +[λo β1 t′ +λ1 βo s]|0, 1⟩cl +[λo β1 s′ +λ1 βo t]|1, 0⟩cl +[λo β2 t′2 +λ22 βo s2 + 2λ1 β1 st′ ]|0, 2⟩cl +[λo β2 s′2 +λ22 βo t2 + 2λ1 β1 s
plus higher order terms
[24]: #initialize these
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
2

C.102

C.103

,→

sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime

[25]: #initialize these
#A
def␣
,→MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,ph2,phit,phib,phil,phir):
,→

first = (tau1*np.exp(1j*phi2*-1)*tau2-kappa1.conjugate()*np.
exp(-1*1j*phib)*kappa2)
denom = 1 - (np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.
,→conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.
,→conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()))
second = ((tau1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()+kappa1.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.
,→conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phib)*kappa2+kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*tau2))/denom
,→

MZIt= first - second
return MZIt
#B
def␣
,→MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,ph2,phit,phib,phil,phir):
,→

first = -1*(tau3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate()+kappa3.
conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.
,→conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*kappa2+kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*tau2)
denom = 1 - (np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.
,→conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.
,→conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()))
second = ((tau3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate()+kappa3.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.
,→conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.
,→conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*kappa2+kappa1*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phi2)*tau2))/denom
,→

MZIs= first - second
return MZIs
#C
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def␣
,→MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,ph2,phit,phib,phil,phir):
,→

first = -1*(tau1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()+kappa1.
conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau2.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.
,→conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*kappa4+kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*tau4)
denom = 1 - (np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.
,→conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.
,→conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()))
second = ((tau1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()+kappa1.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.
,→conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.
,→conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*kappa4+kappa3*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phi1)*tau4))/denom
,→

MZIsprime= first - second
return MZIsprime
#D
def␣
,→MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,ph2,phit,phib,phil,phir):
,→

first = (tau3*np.exp(1j*phi1*-1)*tau4-kappa3.conjugate()*np.
exp(-1*1j*phit)*kappa4)
denom = 1 - (np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.
,→conjugate()-kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate())*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.
,→conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.conjugate()))
second = ((tau3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*kappa4.conjugate()+kappa3.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phit)*tau4.conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phil)*(tau1.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phib)*tau2.conjugate()-kappa1*np.exp(-1*1j*phi2)*kappa2.
,→conjugate())*np.exp(-1*1j*phir)*(tau3.conjugate()*np.
,→exp(-1*1j*phit)*kappa4+kappa3*np.exp(-1*1j*phi1)*tau4))/denom
,→

MZItprime= first - second
return MZItprime
def probability(amplitude):
prob = amplitude*amplitude.conjugate()
return prob
[26]: ###defining parameters

4

C.104

C.105

#tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#directional couplers 1-4
tau1=1/np.sqrt(3)
tau2=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau3=np.sqrt(.2)
tau4=0
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
#thetas
#phi1=phi2=257.7 * 2* np.pi *2.445/1.55
#phit=phib=55.35* 2* np.pi *2.445/1.55
#phil=phir=20.1*np.pi* 2* np.pi *2.445/1.55
phi1=4
phi2=1
phit=phib=2
phil=3
phir=5
[27]: t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
(-0.19276038280083446-0.7363895058278602j) 0.7612004134726441
(0.1969283012992576+0.6178941452032571j) 0.6485167156897924
(0.30832075285827687+0.5705368032703768j) 0.6485167156897926
(0.3965437391828722+0.6497531318784011j) 0.7612004134726443
[28]: print(np.abs(s*sprime+t*tprime)**2)
0.02523400204640063
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[30]: tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=3.30
phi2=3.30
phit=phib=1.95
phil=phir=3.82
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau1,y,label="tau 1-4 (MZI)")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
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,→

tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=np.pi/6 #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2

y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau,y,label="tau")
plt.xlabel('Theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[30]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0feacc310>
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[31]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phi2=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1
phil=phir=1
print(phit+phib+phil+phir)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
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tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(phi1/np.pi,y,label="phi1/2")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
#for some reason you have to redefine these when comparing devices
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=np.pi/3.2 #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
print(theta)
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y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau,y,label="tau")
plt.xlabel('x')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
4
0.9817477042468103
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[31]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0feada640>

[32]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
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k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phi2=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1
phil=phir=1
print(phit+phib+phil+phir)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"

mzit = tau1* kappa1 *(1-np.exp(-1*1j*phi1))

plt.plot(np.abs(mzit)**2,y,label="mzit")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
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Code Work

C.111

C.112

Code Work

def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=np.pi/9.5 #circumfrance
#theta = 4
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
print(theta)
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau**2,y,label="tau")
plt.xlabel('tau**2')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
4
0.3306939635357677
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
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C.112

C.113

[32]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0feba0eb0>

[33]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phi2=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1
phil=phir=1
print(phit+phib+phil+phir)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
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Code Work

C.113

C.114

Code Work

#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
mzit = tau1* kappa1 *(1-np.exp(-1*1j*phi1))
plt.plot(mzit.real,y,label="mzit, real")
plt.plot(mzit.imag,y,label="mzit, imag")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=np.pi/9.5 #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
14

C.114

C.115

phi2=theta/2
print(theta)
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau,y,label="tau",color = 'red')
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
4
0.3306939635357677
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[33]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0febae2b0>
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Code Work

C.115

C.116

Code Work

[34]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phi2=np.linspace(0,np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1
phil=phir=1
print(phit+phib+phil+phir)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
mzit = tau1* kappa1 *(1-np.exp(-1*1j*phi1))
plt.plot(mzit.real,y,label="mzit, real")
plt.plot(mzit.imag,y,label="mzit, imag")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
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C.116

C.117

,→

tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=4#circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
print(theta)
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau,y,label="tau",color = 'red')
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
4
4
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
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Code Work

C.117

C.118

Code Work

[34]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0fd331d90>

[35]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
#tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=np.linspace(0,2*np.pi,1000)
phi2=np.linspace(0,2*np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1
phil=phir=1
print(phit+phib+phil+phir)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
18

C.118

C.119

#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
mzit = tau1* kappa1 *(1-np.exp(-1*1j*phi1))
plt.plot(np.abs(mzit)**2,y,label="mzit")
plt.xlabel('tau')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
def t(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
t = (eta.conjugate() - tau *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return t
def s(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi2):
s = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi2))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return s
def tprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta):
tprime = (tau.conjugate() - eta *np.exp(1j*theta))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return tprime

def sprime(eta,tau,gamma,kappa,theta,phi1):
sprime = (gamma * kappa.conjugate() *np.exp(1j*phi1))/(eta.conjugate()*tau.
,→conjugate()-np.exp(1j*theta))
return sprime
tau=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
theta=np.linspace(np.pi,-np.pi,1000)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
#tau=.8
k=np.sqrt(1-tau**2)
eta=tau
gamma=1j*np.sqrt(1-eta**2)
kappa=1j*k
theta=4 #circumfrance
phi1=theta/2
phi2=theta/2
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C.119

C.120

Code Work

print(theta)
y =␣
,→probability(s(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi2)*sprime(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,theta,phi1)+t(eta,tau,kappa,gamma,
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(tau**2,y,label="tau")
plt.xlabel('tau**2')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.legend()
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
4
4
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[35]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0fecc1d90>

[36]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
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C.120

C.121

k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi=np.linspace(0,2*np.pi,1000)
phi1=phi/2
phi2=phi/2
phit=phib=phi/4
phil=phir=phi/4
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(phi,y,label='Python')
plt.xlabel(r'$\theta$')
plt.ylabel('|1,1>')
qlumphase=[0,np.pi/4,np.pi/2,3*np.pi/4,np.pi,5*np.pi/4,3*np.pi/2,7*np.pi/4,2*np.
,→pi]
qlumprob=[1,0.8852,0.8160,.9847,0.6230,0.004221,.18155,0.37213,.36]
plt.scatter(qlumphase,qlumprob,color='red',label='qInterconnect ')
plt.title('qInterconnect Comparison of MZI HOMM')
plt.legend()
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[36]: <matplotlib.legend.Legend at 0x1d0feccb340>
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C.121

C.122

Code Work

[37]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=3.30
phi2=np.linspace(0,2*np.pi,1000)
phit=phib=1.95
phil=phir=3.82
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
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C.122

C.123

#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot(phi2,y)
plt.xlabel('phi2')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)
[37]: Text(0, 0.5, 'Probably')

[38]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
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C.123

C.124

Code Work

kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=3.30
phi2=3.30
phit=phib=1.95
phil=phir=np.linspace(0,2*np.pi,1000)
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.scatter((phil+phir+phit+phib)%(2*np.pi),y)
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:171:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order, subok=True)
[38]: Text(0, 0.5, 'Probably')
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C.124

C.125

[39]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=3.30
phi2=3.30
phit=np.linspace(0,8*np.pi,10000)
phib=np.linspace(0,8*np.pi,10000)
phil=phir=3.82
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
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Code Work

C.125

C.126

Code Work

tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot((phil+phir+phit+phib),y)
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.show()
plt.scatter((phil+phir+phit+phib)%(4*np.pi),y)
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
#rotating gears...
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)

C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:171:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order, subok=True)
[39]: Text(0, 0.5, 'Probably')
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C.126

C.127

[40]: #tau1=np.linspace(0,1,1000)
#tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
tau1=tau2=tau3=tau4=1/np.sqrt(2)
k1=np.sqrt(1-tau1**2)
k2=np.sqrt(1-tau2**2)
k3=np.sqrt(1-tau3**2)
k4=np.sqrt(1-tau4**2)
kappa1=1j*k1
kappa2=1j*k2
kappa3=1j*k3
kappa4=1j*k4
phi1=3.30
phi2=3.30
phit=np.linspace(5,13*2*np.pi,10000)
phib=np.linspace(0,8*2*np.pi,10000)
phil=phir=3.82
t=MZIt(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(t,np.abs(t))
s=MZIs(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(s,np.abs(s))
sprime=MZIsprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(sprime,np.abs(sprime))
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C.127

C.128

Code Work

tprime=MZItprime(tau1,tau2,tau3,tau4,kappa1,kappa2,kappa3,kappa4,phi1,phi2,phit,phib,phil,phir)
#print(tprime,np.abs(tprime))
y = probability(s*sprime+t*tprime)
# ss'+tt"
plt.plot((phil+phir+phit+phib),y)
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
plt.show()
plt.scatter((phil+phir+phit+phib)%(5*13*np.pi),y)
plt.xlabel('theta')
plt.ylabel('Probably')
#rotating gears...
C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:102:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order)

C:\Users\monte\anaconda3\lib\site-packages\numpy\core\_asarray.py:171:
ComplexWarning: Casting complex values to real discards the imaginary part
return array(a, dtype, copy=False, order=order, subok=True)
[40]: Text(0, 0.5, 'Probably')
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